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Foreword

This report- --for- the period 1978 to 1980 is the recent in the
series prepared for the Intevnationalrences on Education that
have been held in Geneva, Switzerland, since 1934 .under ;he auspices
of the Internitional Bureau of *cation:

Part I dells with the organization and administration of educe-
. tion in the United States and describes, major trends in education.
-The first section discusses the basic principles, objectives, and
priorities foreducation as they relate to the social and educational
needs of the population. The second section highlights Significant
new legislation enacted in the past 2 years ihich affect's the organi-,
zatiota of education. The third section desc ibeS the roles of the
.Federal, State, and local governments in the administration of
-education, and the fourth concerns financing. Section five discusses
the organization, structure, and function of the various levels of
education as,well as curriculum and teacher training:u. The sixth sec-
tion includes selected statistics on'American education compiled by
the National Center for Education Statistics to show developments and
trends in various aspects of U.S. education; a brief summary of trends
in curriculum and teacher education also appears. The 'Seventh section
prdvides information on new developments in educational research.

- Part II addresses the special, theme of the thirty-eighth sess!on
of the International Conference ón Eduction, -"The Interaction of
Education and Work." It gives an overview of the role of vocational
education in preparing youth and adults for entry into a rapidly
changing world of work. It also focuses on actions. taken by the

United Statesto strengthen and develop programs that link education
and work. `'.

. ...C

The report ends with a set of appendixes, including selected
referenipes published'in the United. States from 1978 through 1980.

..,.

..,. . .

. ..

As this report goes to print Federal education -programs are in
.

transition. The present Federal role in dUcaton maybe reduced in
the next few years. The Current administration's policy liethat
authority and responsibility for education belong to the Statep and ..

loelitiea, the Federal Government's role should be diminished, and
maify Federal programs should be deregulated. This is in- keeping 1.11th '

the spirit of the. .S. Constitution -- that edubation.is a power
reserved to the several States.

The Congress has passed the Education Consolidation and .:

(,..., Improvement Act of 1981. new; sweeping legislation may indicate
fundamental changes in in ergo ernmental relationships,in education.,

'''.

It consolidates categori nt programs for elementary and second:- -/- `

ary education into one bloc grant and significantly revits Ti4e I
of the Elementary and S dary Education Act, the largest"of the,

. -.
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current Federal education grant programs. These statutory changes are
intended to return major responsibility for decisionmaking and,use of
Federal funds to the State and local education agencies.

To strengthen the .relationship been education and work,--two4r

major-pieces of Federal legislation -- the Vocational Education Act
(as amended)..and the Comprehensive Employment and Tthining Act (CETA) --
are scheduled for reauthorizatiOn in 1982. The exact roles of Federal
efforts in vocational education and training and employment remain
unclear, but wi,11 undoubtedly be combined and coordinated to focus on
meeting the Nation's critical .priorities of'revitalizing the economy
and reducing inflation and unemployment. In this endeavor, as in edu-
cation in general, epphasis will be placed on returning more authority
and responsibility to the States and local communities, and on
increasing cooperation with the, private sector.

This complete report is being made available in English and
French. Summaries.will be available in Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
Portuguese, Spanish, and Russian. These summaries and the report in
French are useful not onlyto Member States of UNESCO represented at
the*InternationalConferences on Education in Geneva, but also to the
thousands of visitors from abroad who seek: information from the U.S.
Department of Education and to non-English-speaking educators and
Alicymakers in many other countries.

November 2, 1981

4

John H. Rodriguez
Deputy Under', Secretary for

Intergovernmental and Interagency Affairs
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1. PRINCIPLES, OBJECTIVES, AND PRIORITIES

Education in the United Statesl is a highly decentralized
function. The 10th'amendment to the Constitution provides that "The
ipOkers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people." Since responsibility for education
is not mentioned in the Constitution, it is legally reserved to the

States-. Thus, each State has the right and responsibility to organize
and operate\its educational system,as it deems appropriate -- subject
to constitutional guarantees of the rights and privileges of U.S.
citizens. State'legislatures have chosen a variety of methods in
which to carry, out their respondibility but, by and latge,'have
elected to place considerable auShority and responsibility in the
hands of local school boards. -A is an axiom of education law that,
in matters relating to education, the Stag legislature is plenary and
is subject in its decisions only to restrictions placed upon it by the
State constitution.

Statutory provisions for.establishing educational institutions

and programs vary greatly among the States. Some ate quite .SpedIfic;

others simply mention educational mattersin broad terms.
Considerable'fespohsibility is often delegated to local education
authorities. Despite various differences among the States, in prac-
tice the organizational patterns of education in'the 50 States are
similar as a result of such common social and economic forces as the
-need to prepare students for employientang higher education, State
certificatkon or accrediting association requirements, and the various
regulations governing State and Federal funding.

Education in the United States i7 coipulsory, usually from the
age of 6 to 16, and free at least through 'completion of secondary
school .(grade 12) for thoge who attend public schools, which are
available to all children (figure 1). Public education aims to assure *1'

equality, of access and of encational opportunity to both boys and
girls, including all minority groups and the handicapped. Moreover,

public schools have a.long tradition of coeducation.

Legislation Also provides for establishment of private schools on
every level, subject to'State licensing and accreditation regulations.
TheSe institutions may receive limited governmental aid for spe-
cialized purposes but are fdr the most part financially autonomous.

-

Edhcationin-the United States reflects generally the values and
priorities_pf-the society:beginning with the:endurfng national

1As itq name, mplies, the United-States is a--union of 50 different

States plus '7' jurisdictions located in' territories.

Hereinafter the "State" 'means the subdivision of the Nation, not the

/ entire Nation.

-3-
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commitment to'democracy and individual freedom. Diversity and flexi-
bility historically, have characterized the American approach to'
education. It is the goal of American education to provide every
child 'with an opportunity for a quality education that will enable
each peson to achieve his or her highest- potential, in a free society
and to function as an effective citizen in the modern world. Measures

.,necessar!(,to enhance excellence and improve quality in American educa- .
tion are among the chief concerns of leaders and administrators from
theFederal to the State and local levels.

.

.

Generally speaking, the educational program is characterized by
study and learning in readiq, writing; and, other communication
skill6'; in arithmetic and ojer.--computationWSkills; in the sciences,
scientific method, critical ;thinking, andkbb/ solving; in Ameribili

Iii

civilization -- listory, valuS;:tulture, and concepts and pro-
cesses of democratic,governMen; and in multic lt'ural understanding,
both with regard to the diverse ethnic heritage of the United States

---"%nd,ZAD: easingly, in relationship to the history, culture, and tradi-
goh$: other nations and peoples.

''''' -F5":-
. ,'

American education also endeavors to provide every student with
some basic educational opportunities in art and music, health and....,

nutrition, the practical arts, and physical education, and an intro-
duction to the tbA4.of work, usually both in career awareness and in
some forms" of career preparation.

*,

.

As in most other countries changes in American society inevitably -,:-:

affect the schools. They hive had theii influence on the educational"
systems and have contributed to increased program flexibility and the
growing,dUmber of options for students.

As the s ulept moves into secondary school, more educational
choices becom4X*Vailable to meet individual needs and,interests.
Increasingly, the educational` program is beginning to experiment with
utilization of the entire range of learning resources available in the
total community instead of limiting Itself to the confines oftext-
books' and formal classes,in the school building itself: In many com-
munities learning is being enriched through a variety of work-study
and work - experience opportunities and through community volunteer and
public service activities as part of a more broadly conceived

..,,,

integrated educational program. --

The major priorities for education from the Federal perspective
continue to be a commitment to quality, equal access and opportunity,
basic skills, and serving the disadvantaged; with am expanded focus in
specific areas such as youth employment, ethication-for dropouts, per-

.

sons with limited-English-speaking ability, and handicapped children;
and student financial assistance at the postsecondary education level.

At the local or community level of education the priorities still.
seem to be focused on teacher and student accountability, inservice .

-4-
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teacher training, basic skill's, and servicing childtuu to maximize

their educational experience. Education prioritids continue to be

`dictated by the public more than by educational theorists or by
practitioners.

The demand for Accountability over the past few years has been
accompanied by aniemphasis on basic skills in instructional programs
at the erementary*and secondary levelsand by efforts to define suc-
cessful school performance in terms of student outcomes QM standard-

' ized tests in which competencies are tested. Attempts are being made

to revitalize-the secondary school, curriculum and, to eliminate func-

tional illiteracy among secondary school students. Attention is being

given to the college-bound student, and a renewed-awareness of the
need for writing and science courses prevails. More than half of the

State legislatures or school 'boards have adopted,some form of formal
testing of skills and have made competency testing a top priority.
This trend is expected to continue. ,'Concurrently,in a period of high
inflation and unemployment, more students are giving;increased
priority to learning skills for labor market preparation-along with
traditional academic 'study. In research, the prioritieshave returned
to basic research to some extenti.and to a 'focus on evaluation method-

ologies and the learnineprotess.
..

Immigration and a higher than national average birthrate among
the Spanish-speaking population have changed demographic erns d

educational priorities in'many areas of the country. Bilingua

education, the teaching of English as a second language, and other
ways to meet the challenge of ensuring equal educational opportunities

for the'gnguistically and culturally different are now among the

highestpriorities.

Given the decline in enrollments and the accompanying stagnation
of teacher employment (fewer entry-level jobs for new teachers without
experience and fewer moves made from one district or institution to
another by faculty), those now employed, are more likely to be older,

more experienced, perhaps tenured, and established-in their assign-
ments with no intention of moving. .Where this is trim, administrators

are
4
faced with the challenge of providing inservice training

appropriate'to this group, and updating and maintaining the quality of
instruction in the face Cri.sing costs.

Administrators are giving high priority to public relations
within the community, both communicating with and listening to
students, teachers, and community members to learn how schools can
better serve educational needs for all ages and to find additional
means for financing education.

Thgamost obvious and significant new learning area that has
developed and become a priority in schools at all levels is technology.
This technology encompasses computers for schools, automation for
libraries, training techpiclans in postsecondary institutions, and

-5-
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the ekpansion of(,skills'in job training. It is a new challenge as
Well as a priority for all facets of the education community to learn,
adopt, and use, the pew technology to the fullestaadvantage to reduce
cOses and to providetneeded, ,up-to-date instruction; e.g., business

'

education courses at the secondary level must_cffer students word-
processing'instruction. The range of jobs identified with computers
include some whiCh require training in technical skills offered by
public institutions'at various levelg; or by propfietary schools; and
the development ofcnew kinds of jobs leads to the need for new
curriculums, particularly. where two or more `fields of study intersect
(biophysicists, information management specialists, electronic music
composers) or where definitions of new fields are just emerging.

7
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2. NEW LEGISLATION

The two most importt statutes pasSed,by the U.S. Congress
during the 1979-80 period were the Department of Education
Organization Act and the Education Amendments of 1980. The Congress

also passed two other significant pieces of educationrelated legisla
tionduring that period: ,the Asbestos School Hazard Detection and
Control Act of 1980 and the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980.

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION ORGANIZATION ACT

On October 17, 1979, President Carter signed Public Law 96-88
authorizing the creation of a Cabinet level Department of Education.
The idea of creating a separate, Cabinetlevel Department hadbeen
discussed for many years. By 1979, approximately 160 large and small

education and civil rights programs were scattered in various Federal
departments and agencies. The larger ones were housed in the former
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (Jhe Office of Education'
and the Office for Civil Rights) and-in the Department of Defense
(Overseas Dependents' Schools). The Department of Education
Organization Act required the transfer of personnel and employees from.
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (now the Department
of Health and Human Services) and four other Federal agencies.

Shirley M. Hufstedler, a former Federal.judge, took office as the
first Secretary of Education on December 6, 1979. Except for phasing

in the Overseas Dependents' Schools, the following 6-months, as

required by the authorizing legitlation, were to be used_to plan'and

organize the Department of Education. The Department's doors formally

opened On May 4, 1980 -- a full month ahead of schedule. $

In addition to a Secretary of Education, the legislation provided
for an Under Sectetary and six Assistant Secretaries, one for elemen
tary and secondary education, for postsecondary education, ?or voca
tional and adult education, for special education and rehabilitati*e
rvices, for educational research and improvement, and for civil

r,Shts. Other principal officers were to be a General Counsel, an
Inspector General, an Administrator 1pf Education for Overseas
Dependents, a Director of Bilingual Educat4on and Minority Languages
Affairs, and additional officers who wollid be responsible for:

congressional relations; public management and budget;

planning, evaluation, and policy development; monitoring parental and
public participation in programs where such participation is requited
by law; and encouraging and promoting the study of foreign languages
and cultures of other countries.

The Act also created the Intergovernmental Advisory Council on
Education. The Council's 20 presidentially appointed members include- 0
elected State and local officials; public and private elementary,
secondary, and postsecondary school administrators, board members, and

7
16.
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teachers; and.parents of student's and students frbm among the general.
public., ,The*Act reauthorized the long-standing Federal Interagency

.Committee on Education "tanssure that the procedures and actions of
the Department and other Federal departments and agencies are fully,
coordtaated."

4 The remainder, o the Act dealt with the transfer ofencies,
personnel, and"functions from their former organizations Jolt° the
Department of Education. The Department now conducts education
programs that were transferred from the former Apartment of Health,
Education, and Welfare, incidding rehabilitative services for the
handicapped. 01Xer transfers were made from the National Science
Foundation, andthe,Departments of-Labor, Justice; and Housing and
Urban Development.

According to the Act, the Department Jf Defense Overseas
Dependents' Schools wo04 be transferred to he Department of
Education within 3 years of its official opening -- that is, by May
198,3. These,schools serve children of U.S. military personnel sta-
tioned abroad. In 1979-80, approximately 140,000 children were
enrolled in 273 dependents' schools located tn,24 foreign countries.
Teachdrs and support personnel in these overseas schools number about'
11,000.

The Congress strongly reaffirmed State and community control of
education in the Department of'Education Organization Act.

. . . Theaestablishment of the Department of Education
shaIlnot increase the authority of the ?ederal Government
over education or diminish the respbnsibility for educa- .
tion which is reserved to the States'and the local school,
systems and other instrumentalities of the States...

The exception to Federal interference in the administration,
control, and operation of educationby'State and local governments, and
,beducatIonal institutions is civil rights. The Office for Civil.
Rights is authorized by the Act to ensure that all educational insti-
tutions receiving funds from the Department comply with those laws
barring discrimination against students or employees because of. their

..--74\ race, color, nationaltorigin, sex,- handicap, or age.
.

C

THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF '1980

President Carter signed Public Law 96-374 on-October 3, 1980. It
renewed and extended the basic statute -- the Higher Education Act of
1965 -- which has been amended several times. The 1.980 amendments not
only reauthorized.Several existing Federal activities, but they ,added
new authorities.that restructured and expanded Federal aid for post-
secondary education.

-8- 1 7
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The Rincipal avenue of Federal support for higher education.is
.

through a /series of student financial assistance progfams authorized
by Title IV of the Act. The generic names. for the student assistance
program are: Pell Grant Program
Pell, rmerly known as the Basic,2ducational Opportunity_ Grant2/

named in hOnor of Senator Claiborne

Progra'; Guaranteed Student Loan Program; Supplemental Educational.
-Oppor nity Grant Program; and State Student Incentive Grant Program.
Thus,/ .,Federal assistance takes two forms: direct assistance to stu-

dent` as grants or employment, and loans made available to students
. and rents at a modest annual rate of interest. ).

This Federal activity is based upon two assumptions:, a.need for
lo -income students to have access to postsecondary education; nd a

d for students and their parents to have a choice among American
p blit anevrivate educational institutions. In the academic year
1980-81 almost half the students enrolled in postsecondary education-
receiyed some form of Federal financial assistance, which amounted to
over 6.5 billion.dollars.

Other provisions of the Education Amendments are best discussed

by title.
-

k ' Title I ProVides financial assistance to State$ for'-statewide
planning for higher education, for educational information to all
citizens of the State, and for continuing education primarily to reach

/
individuals who have delayed pursuing postsecondary education.

Title II provides general libray suPp t for training personnel

to operate college libraries,, and for resea h and development. It

atkthorizes a special library research fund for coireges and-univer-
,\sities and a nbnprofit corporation to study the feasibility of

ablishing a national system that would give libraries access to a
mprehensiVe universal.collection of the contemporary inforpation-id
riodicAls. I ,

Title III provides.suPport for institutions that are financially
') hampered and for institutiont,with special needs. Since the Federal

' role in higher education is centered on equalizing eddcationa,
opportunities, the Congress authorizes funds for those institutions
which enroll a laile number ofdow-incpmedisadVantaged students. ,

Funds' are authorized in the Strengthening Institutions Program to
assist institutions in strengthening academic, qualityr-imprOving
institutional management, and achieving a more stable fiscal base.
The Aid to Institutions With Special Needs Program is directed toward
improving planning, management, anefiscal accounting. A third
program is a Challenge Grant which matches dollar for dollar new
sources of revenues that pese institutions are able to acquire.

Title IV, in additibn to the student financial assistance
programs previously{ mentioned, also authorizes a series of special

-9-



progrdms for students from disadvantaged backgrounds to enable them to
gain access to postsecondary education and to remain in school.
Another program provides support for an Office of Veterans Affairs at
institutions that will help Veterans enter and complete educational

.programs. A final program is aimed at assisting children of migrant
agricultural workers to complete high school and gain a college
education.

Title V makes funds available to two training programs: Teacher
Corps, for training teachers to work with lowincome disadvantaged
students; and Teacher Centers, which operate on a State basis, for
updating the instruction methods of elementary and secondary school
teachers.

Title VI A.supportnternatAonal education programs by4authorizing
funds for: (1) major national enters which offer foreign language
study at the graduate and the undergraduatedergraduate levels; (2) research, and
(3) fellowships. A new program created by this title. promotes
cooperation between higher education institutions and American busi
ness by preparing business and economit, majors in foreign language and
area studies for careers in international business and trade.

Title VII provides assistance for kodifying academic facilities,
with 'special emphasi-S on energy conservation, access, for the
handicapped, and control of asbestos hazards. Lowinterest rate loans
are authorized for construction or renovation of facilities. However,
the Congress has not appropriated funds.for this prOgram for several
Years.

/ .

Title VIII, supports cooperative education, through training,
demonstration, or research grants, to assist students in developing
expertise in combination workstudy programs. ,..*

Tittle IX continued support for graduate education, institutional
supArrt, the Training for'the Legal Profession Program, and the Law
School Clinical Experience Program. It merged all fellowships into
the Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program. However, it did
create a separate, new Natival Graduate Fellows Program to provide,
for,specifi6"fellowships in the arts, the humanities, and the social
siences. 0.

Title Teictended authority for the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsetondary Education to support new, innovative, and hhighly visible
research and deVekopment projects for the general improVement of
highertducatiorq

Title XI created the Urban Grgnt University Programr.*,This'

program allows universities to work with'loCal governments and com
munities on their chosen research and service projects" to address cri
ti,11-1q>blems of urban America. The statute definet an urban area as
a city with a popul ion in excess of 500,000.
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Title XII.containa'a group of miscellaneous provisions: to

establish a National AdviSory Committee on Accreditation and
InimitutiOnal Eligibility; to authorize studies of specific problems;
And, especially, to provide for a new Federal-State Agreement which
.governsjequirements-for administering certain ki s of Federal educa-

tiOn

THE ASBESTOS SCHOOL HAZARD DETECTION
AND CONTROL ACT OF 1980

The presenceof asbestos fibers in the atmosphere is known to be

a health hazard. The building construction trade in the 1940's and

1950"s made extensive use of Asbestos materials; consequently, some
public'buildings, including#hool buildings, are now considered

hezaidous to health.

The p.s. Congress, on July 14, 1980, enacted the Asbestos4School

-Hazard Detection and Contrdl Act (Public Law 96-210). The Act

provides technical and financial assistance to enable State and local
school districts to identify asbestos hazards in schools, and to
develop means of "replacing the hazardous, substance with, more. suitable

insulation materials. This Act also prescribes how rigorous health
and safety standards are,td be established and practiced in-both the

assessment and removal phases of the asbestos eradication effort.
11,

THE REFUGEE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACTIF 1980'

The United States has permitted various ref gee groups to enter

the country because of wars and ideological conflicts. Education for

both children and adult immigrants eases their assimilat\ton into the

American social and economic structure. Education for them presents a

special concern since the majority have little or no English-speaking

ability. They must achieve some competenc3i`in the language as well as

receive basic educational services:

For several yeArs, the Federal Government offered limited finan-

cial assistance to State and local education, agencies to enable them

to accommodate Southeast Asian immigrants in their school,systems and

in adult educaton programs. In 1979 and 1980 a new wave of immigrants

entered the-United States from Cuba and Haiti. The exact number of

Cuban and taitian refugee school-age children for which education must

be,provided is'still not known, but estimates range from 40,000

school-age children to more than 100,000 adults who need educational

assistance:

The Congress, on October 10, 1980, enacted Public Law 96-422 --

the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980 -- to provide financial

assistance for the education of Cuban and Haitian-refugee children and

adults. Over a 3-year period local education agencies in heavily

20
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affected regions of the United States are to receive funds to4roVide
the reqUired educational services for,these .children, and State educa-
tion agencies are to receive funds for the education Of addlt..
refugees. The law specifies a payment'of $450 per year for each refu-
gee child enrolled in a local school'systemr_and.$300 per year for tge
education of each adult refugee who desires and needs,edudational
services such as basic skiilginstruction in.the Engl1sh,language.
The law offers added benefits' to education agencies in eAssively
impacted regions; that is, those reglpns near:majtr.points of4entry.

SUMMARY

. The supportive role of the Federal-Goiernpent in ,State and local
.education efforts over thelast 15 years 'has been enhanced
substantially, largely as a result of statutory enactments by. the,,U.S.
Congress. The ma'jority of the financial assistance ha0 been
authorized to provide for'a more equitable distribution of educational
resources'and to promote equal access to quAifyeducation for the
Nation's children and adults.

The Federal Government has provided financial,assi4fance to
college students who could not afford a college or university
education. This grant-in-aid activity has been buttressed by'actions
of the U.S. court system to enforce congressional mandates which --

established major,social reforms in the Nation.. These'actions
improved educational services for the underprivileged. The black,
Hispanic, handicapped, and native American Indian populations, and
other identifiable, needy students have been assisted in significant
ways by the Federal Goyernment. .

,
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3. SYSTE4OF ADMINISTRATION

ROLE OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT
IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCAR'ION .

On the State level, each' State legislature enactsAaws 13e4, paining

to elementaryand secondary education. Within the context
,

a

laws, educational poricy and requirements for the elemen0r5, and
secondary school levels(are determined in most States. ht a State Board
of education,, and are carried out under the leaderShipPofa chief.
State school officer and a staff of professional educators and support
personnel-in A State department of education.

v

Methods if appOtntment to thetState boardsof education differ
according to State lAw and tradition. 'In gaM5.States, memiiers 'are

erected drrectly by people; in others, the are appointed by the.

Governors; and in va iCus cases some'school board members haye status
ex officio by virtue of other positions they hold.

Amodg.the 50 .States and,§ "State jurisdictions, the head of the

State education department, the'chief State school'offiCer'(the title

go varies withthe State), is appointed the State board of educatiqn

in 28, elected'by'popular vote in 1:, and appointed bye the Governor in

10.1-1 The duties of-the office nor ally include vvyihg combinationg
of ,etch functions as'distributi State funds tot local education

au,horities (an estimated 46 rcent of all funds-expended 'in public

elementary and secondary education in the United States in 1978-79

came from State sources), adTinistering or interpreting school laws,

certifying teachers, helping improve ,educational standards throLigh
inservice training programs, and providing=adVidory,servides to local-
-superintendents and school boards. '

State boards of education with their National Assodiatidn of

State Boards of Education and chief State schoor,lbfficers with their

Council of Chief State School Officers are strong Volcee on -the

national scene in relation to Federal education leg slation and-

policy. }

is

4

7,-

4

ROLE OF,LOCAL AUTHORITIES6I
.

IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
z.

Each State (except Hawaii) has local administrative distridts '"

which have extensive authoy and responsibility for establishing and

regulating elementary and se ondary schools. Eath:locar school
district has a board of education, usually made up of 5 to 7 members

-4.

1
The Canal Zone, formerly considered as the seventt extra state

jurisdiction "' is now handled by the.OverseaS Dependents`'-Schools and'

does not have a chief State school officer.

-13-
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who have been appointed by'highe
the school district: Within
operates the local school system
'his staff.

Near

/-1

I

officials or elected by citizens of
imits of State policy, the board
thrOugh the schgol supeerfttendent and .

The functiOns of the board of education in determining educa-
tional policies, and of, the st;F;Friiten4ent of schools in executing
these policies,inc/ude a broad range of duties and responsibilities.
Together', the board and the superintendent are respOnsible for pre-
paring the school budget. They usually have considerable latitude
within broad State policy to,,determine most aspects of the curriculum.
They are responsible foilrTh-fring teachers and other school personnel,
providing and maintaining school buildings, purchasing school equip-
ment and supplies, and,, in most cases, providing transportation
facilities for `5 pile who live beyohd a reasonable walking distance
from school: 1Their duties also include enacting rules and regulations
consistent with State law and regulations of the State department of
education governing operation of the schools. Thus, the limitations
on the actions of school boards are those' established by_the State
legislature and by the State education agencies, which have in most
capes prespribeZ minimum standards for all local school districts.

'School systems vary 4n size from small'ones in rural areas,withatingle one-room elementary school, to thoSe in metropolitan areas
with hundreds of sch9ols of various kinds and thousands of teachers.
Some States have regional service districts or centers to provide
local school systems with consultative, advisory, and statistical
services, and to handle regulatory functions.

Ability to provide improved educational facilities and -app.or...-7_
tunities-more economically in larger school districts than in smaller--
ones continues to be the major reason for consolidation of school
districts. 'In.1979, the United States had approximately 16,000 school
districts.

TION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
/-

'Generally speaking, there are three main kinds of degree-granting
institutions Of'higher education in the United States: Ale2-year
community or junior college, the.41year undergraduate college, and the
university. The university normally includes undergraduate as47ell as-
graduate and profee0ional education. Each category hat both public
and private institutions. Two-year institutions offer...terminal
degreeS for 2 years of study (Associate Degrees), or preparation fOr
moving into the last 2 years'of undergraduate' study at-4-year
college's. Four-year institutions, as previodsly menttoned, may offer
undergraduate or graduat degrees; some have pOst7doctoral programs
for advanced study g.nerally based upon an individualized study or
-research plan.

'at
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Higher education inst/tutions) both pulilic and private,{, receive

authority to function and to grant degrees trot the State in which

they are located or incorporated. This authority comes from aState's
constitution, from laws passed by .the State legislature, or license io'

operate and grant degrees. The Federal Government exercises no direct

control over establishment of institutions or over.xhe standards they

maintain, except for those Concerned specifically with preparing par-

sons as career officers for the military. In specific areas, such:47as

enforcement of the Civil Rights Act as it relates to higher educ,ztioh

programs, the Federal Government has legal resppnsibilities.

Virtually all laws authorizing Federal assistance to,institutions

require that they meet minimum licensing and accreditation standards.

Hoteeyer, the concept of "provisional" accreditation does permit some

ihstitutions to receive assistance while involved in formal and final

accreditation. 16enerally speaking, institutions are re- accredited

about everye5 years.-

- Most States now have some form of statewide pOlicy planning and

coordination system to guide the development of public higher educa-

tion with theStatex--The most common kinds of arrantements for this

purpose are coo ing boards and consolidated hoverning boards. tjp

most statewide systems individual campuses have high degrees of insti-

tutional autonomy within the policies and overa4, plans established bye

State and/or institutional boards.

Many larger States have highly developed statewide systeRs of

higher etucation. For example, California has a planned; three-tiered

system: The California Community Colleges, with 106 2-year

institutions; the California State Dniverity and Colleges, with 19

institutions; and the Universitnpf California, with .9 campuses. The`

State University of Nev.York -repregents a single, coordinated system

totaling 64 2-year, 4-year,and graduate and professional

' institutions. In both Statoks, indiyidual institutions have a high

degree of autonomy within the established plans and policies.

Nearly all higher education institutioas_receive some form of

financial support from both State and Federal'governments, although

public institutions generally receive a substantially higher prope-r-

tion of their budget from public funds. Other sources of income for

both public and private institutions'are student tuition and fees,

endowment earnings, and contributions from philanthropic foundations

and individuals. Many public community colleges, particularly-those
,drawing students from several school districts, receive the bulk of

-their public funds from a separate community college district

established for each institution for this purpose. In a growing

number of States, pUT1ic community colleges receive more than half

f---their"funds from their State government.

A

The principal internal policy and financial -decisions affecting

colleges and universities in the United States are made by their

-15-
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boards of trustees (sometimes called boards of regents). The proce-
dures for selecting members oT tke board are, in mostinstagices,
stated in the institution's founding charter, and, depending upon the
institution, members may serve either specified terms or may be
appOinted for life. Public institutions may have trustees who are
electedor who have been appointed by the State Governor. jtivate,
institutions, nondenominational' orr4sligions, usually have represen-
tatives of the institution's founding body seiving as trustees. In
recent years, many boards of trustees, both public and.private, have
attempted to broiden their membership to ensure wide representatioh of
the diverse elements that make up the institutin's academic and
social environment.

J-4

ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

. .

The role of the Federal Government in education is to provide
encouragement, financial support, and leadership on educational issuesof broad national concern, as appropriate within legislative mandatesand xonstitutionel constraints. It; is also responsible.fdr safe- ,guarding the right of every citizen to have access to free public "4education and to equal educational opportunity. Other Federal depart-
ments and agencies hive important edficatiOnal ac ivities of one kind
or another; put the one most extensively Involve 'in education, par-
ticularly at the elementary and secondary 9choolevels, is the new
Department of Educition. (Chapter 2 discuses the Department's fun&-

s&tions and structure.)

A
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCILS AND COIMITTEES

A number of councils and committeesrhave been eatablislied by
legislation, Executive Order, or administrative authority tp advise
various Federal authorities and programs. They provide opportunities
for citizens to review and contribute to educational policy and
program improvement. The largest number of Federal advisory, groups on
education_are associated with, programs administered by the Department
of Education.' The members are usually appointed by the President, the
Secretary of the Department,-or sometimes the agency head. _Advisory
councils apd committees active during 1980 -are listed in appendix A.



.4. FINANCING
6

Education is the largest single enterprise in the United States.
It is financed, principally from taxes from various sources at the
localw Spate, and Federal levels. Total expenditures for education
(elementary, secondary, and higher education, both public antf.private)
from all sources in the 1979-80 school year amounted to apprdximately
$166 billion. Nearly 3 out of every 10 persons were directly involved
in the qducational process, as students, teachers, professors, admin-
istratorsYor support staff.

Public elementary and secondary States

receive virtually all of their revenue from governmental sources.
Income from other sources, such as gifts aqd fees, amounts to less
than one-half of one percent of total revenue receip4s. In the past,

as shownin-table 1, local govetnmentscontributed more than any other
source,' but in recent years the proportions from fthe Federal and State

governments have increased. ( It 1978-79, for the first time, revenue "
from State -source's exceeded that from local,sources-(45.7 and 44.5

percent -= $40.2 billion and $39.2 billion .respectively). The pro-
poition from the Federal Government, which has been rising steadily,
reached 9.8 percent (approximately $8.6 billion) in 197879. ,

By contrast,-private.elementary and secondary Schools receive
almost all their income from gifts and fees; theirenly other signifi-',
cant revenue source is the Federal Government.

)

Public school expenditures have continued to rise despite the

fact that enrollments'have declined. Expendittires totaled $86.7

-billion in 197§-79, an increase of:80.5 percent over the $48.1'billion-
expended 7 years earlier. Increasing expenditures and falling
enrollments have resulted in a rapidly rising current per-pupil
expenditure, reaching $2,021 in 1978-79 (table 2).

Adjusted to 1978-79 purchasing power, 'the per-pupil expendit
for public schools in 1977-78,,yas $1,994, and $896 for private' .,

schools. This sizahle difference is due-primarily-tO the fact that'
,between 60 and 8(1 petcent of a school's total expenditure is for

salaries.

Mote than three-fourths of the private school teachers are

employed by 11rch-affiliated sctiools where salaries, particularly
those paid toll- i.ers of religious orders, are" -lower than those paid

to public school teachers. Also the expenditure figures for private
schools probably do not take into account contributed services. In

church-related schools thid can be a substantial item.

In the higher education community, concern grew during the 1970's
as inflation mounted, and administrators had to face up to-tlie

prospect of coming enrollment declines -- an unprecedented Combination
that couldlroduce an extended period of lower revenue and higher _-

,/-
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expenditUres. This was a particularly unsettling outlook for an
enterprise that had recently undergone its greatest period of growth
and expiansion. For the time being, however, enrollments and revenue
are still rising. In 1978-79, total current-fund income -- public and
private -- was $51.8 billion, up 63.5 percent gginoe 1973-74, when it
was $31.7 billion. In 1975-76 it was $39.7 billion and in 1977-78 it
was` $47 billion. "

Asshown in table 3, public higher education institutioniw
received $34.5 billion in 1978-79, the bulk of it (46.4 percent)
coming from State governments. On the other hand, private higher
education institutions received the largest portion (36.5 percent) of
theif 017.3 billion in current-fund revenue from tuition and fees.
Private institutions received proportionately more from the Federal
Government than did public schools (19.1 and 13.1 percent of their
current-fund revenue, respectively).

Current-fund expenditures and mandatory transfers (transfrs
which must be made to fulfill a binding legal obligation) reached
$50.7 billion in 1978-79 ($33.7 billion at public schools and $17
billion at private schools). In recent years, expenditures at public
institutions have increased at.amuch higher rate_than expenditures at
private institutions.

Table 4 compares total expenditures (Federal, State, and local
governments combined) for all purposes with expenditures for educa-
tion. The percent,/spent on education steadily decreased between
1973-74 and 1978-79. While education accounts for slightly more than
one-seventh of all government expenditures in the United States, the
'proportion varies by govervent level, State and local governments
spend substantially more than one-seventh of their total budget for
education. The Federal Government, with its greater diversity of
programs and responsibilities, spends proportionately less for educa-
tional purposes.

Table 5 compares total expenditures for education (elementary,
secondary, and higher education, both pldblic and private) with the
gross national product over the past 50 years. During the 1970's,
educational expenditures consistently dkodnted to between 7 and 8 per-
cent of the gross national: product. Educational expenditures for
school year 1978-79, estimated at $152.1 billiOn, amounted to 7.1 per-
cent of the gross national product. If this measure is /used as
a yardstick for'assessing trends over time, expenditures are about
four times as large today as they were in the midforties. A com-
parison of education,,, health,, and defense expenditures as a percent of
the.,gross national product is shown in figure 2.
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5. ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

Education in the United States is organized on three'principal

levels: the elementary (including preschool and primary), the
secondary, and the postsecondary. (See figure 1.) In addition,

programs of adult and continuing education are widely available in
such variety that it is possible,for American citizens in virtually
any part of the country to be enrolled in formal courses or par-.
ticipate in inforaialyrogams of education and ,learning throughout
their lives.

I

Compulsory education begins in most States at age 7 and continues
usually until age 16. However, same States require attendance
beginning at age 6, and others require attendance to continue until age

18.

Most young people spend considerably more time in school than the

minimum number of years required by law. In fall 1979, for example,
about 92'percent of all 5-year-olds were enrolled in preschool or
first grade, and appr\oximately 75 percent of all 17-year-olds were
expected to complete the 12-year elementary-secondary school sequence
and earn.a high school diploma. Moreover, 45 percent of young people
between 18 and 19 years of age and 21.7 percent of those aged 20 to 24

were still in school.

On the primary and secondary levels, the academic_year usually
begins in September and continues through the,first or second week in

June. The school day is approximately 6 hours' duration; usually
during the period from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30-p.m. In most instances, par-

ticulaxly at the secondary level, the stvdents are expected to do some
additional study and @chool assignments outside the school period. On

the postsecondary level, the academic calendar is,,,,much more flexible.
The nkm for a full-time student is2 semesters of approximately. 15 or
'16 weeks each per academic year, but there ar4 several variations on
this pattern, including the trimester' system (3 'per year) and the
quarter system (four 11 -week periods per year). In the latter two
patterns, the student normally does not attend school during the 4

entire year but rather 2 out of 3 trimesters or 3 out of 4 quarters.

ELEMENTARyEWCATION

Elementary education in the United States consists of 1 or 2
years of preschool (most commonly kindergarten) and 6 or 8 years of

primary education.

Most public school systems provide kindergarten classes for

children 5 years of age. Some also provide nursery school education
for children 4-years-old and younger. The Head Vert program,
financed in part by Federal funds, iA designed primarily for preschool
children from poor families. About.10,000 Head Start Centers are in
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----, operation throughout the States, the Trust Territories, and Puerto

Rico.

Preschool education programs maintain a close relationship with
the home and parents and Aim to give .the 'child useful experiences that
will'Orepare him or her for elementary'schooli The programs are
flexible and are designed to help the child grow in selfreliance,

,learn to get along with others, and form good work and pnhabits.

Althoughprimary education pay consist of 6 or 8 grades, the
'6grade school is most common. The 'main,purpose of the primary sthool
is the general development of children\from 6'to 12 or 14 years ofage
(depending on whether the school is a 6 or 8year elementary school).
The program aims to help the pupils acquire basic skills, knowledge,
and positive attitudes toward learning. Emphasis is placed on the ,

growth of the individual child and the relation of the child's
progress to his or her needs and abilities._ The traditional subjects
are considered tools for learning, and the teacher helps the child
recognize problems, work out solutions, and evaluate the results.
Some Schools have ungraded classes in the first few years so that
children may progress at their own speed An different subjects.

During the 1960's; the middle school concept began to take form
in U.S. education. In essence a refinekent of the junior high school
concept of improving the transition from elementary to secondary
education, the middle school usually includes grades 5 or 6 through
provides team teaching ,and other innovative instructional methpds, and
emphasizes curriculum exploration and gradual i2dependence for
students. Its purpose,is to serve the educatioffal needs of students
in the early adolescent'period between 10 and 14 years of age. Middle
schools now number over 4,000 out of a total of about 62,000 elemen
tary schools.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

,Secondary or high school education in the United States begins at
grade 7 or grade 9, depending upon whether the elementary education of
a particular area extends through grade'6 or grade 8.

As shown in figure 1, in the 8-4 plan used in many schools, stu
dents pursue grades 1 through 8 in An elementary school and grades 9
through 12 in a secondary school. The 6-3-3 plan provides for an
elementary school of 6 grades and a junior (intermediate) and a senior
high 'school of 3 grades each. Smaller.communities sometimes use the
6-6 plan with 6 years each for both the elementary and secondary
school programs. The purpose of the different organizational pia< is
to .ake the best use of a school system's physical facilities, staff,
and instructional resources within the framework of the system's
established educational philosophy and goals.

S
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During the early secondary years most students are going through
the complex physical and emotional-changes of puberty. Many are also

making tentative choices of career - goals. These years are therefore a
period in which school guidance,and counseling services are of con-
siderable importance to the pupils' physical, emotional, academic, and

career development.

By the - beginning of grade 10, 'most pupils have decided4whether

they will follow a primarily academic program leading to university
entrance, a vocational program leading to employment or specialized
postsecondary training, or a general program which combines elements
of both the academic and the vocational- programs. In recent years,
the so-called general program has been criticized as being in many
instances neither sufficiently academic to prepare pupils for programs
of college or university study nor sufficiently job-oriented to pre-
pare them for employment.

All secondary school programs lead to the high school diploma and
are offered in the same comprehensive institution in most,school
districts. This fact facilitates a combined curriculum like the
general program; allows for transfer from one program to another, and
provides the flexibility for student to develop individual schedules --
sometimes with the help of computers -- thatecombine highly desirable
aspects of different curxiculartracks. It is not unusual for a
medium-sized comprehensive high' school to offer 200 or more'different

courses. The comprehensive high school also provides the opportunity
for young people with widely different career interests and a variety
of social and economic backgrounds to have regular contact with each

othei in an open, democratic context.-

Most secondary school students have 'completed the minimum years
of schooling required by. law a year or more before graduating from
high school.' About three-quarters of-them remain in school, however,
until they receive the high school diploma at the end of grade 12.

a

One reason for this is the flexibility of the American senior '

high school both in ac4demic and vocational dimensions. In a growing

number of schools, academically gifted pupils can take several addi-
tional hours pet week of advanced science or,mathematics during their
last 2 years of high school. Most secondary schools offer some
foreign-language courses, most commonly Spanish and French. In many

instances, pupils taking advanced courses may reoeive college or uni-

versity credit.

In an increasing number ok schools, secondaiYstudenrs of both
sexes who are interested in programs of vocational-technical education
may choose from a wide selection of jobTrelated courses. Moreover,

many schools provide the opportunity for school-coordinated work-study
programs. Pupils enrolled in these programs 'spend part of the day in

school and part of th<day on a job. It is 'possible in a' growing

number of school,districts to complete high school graduation
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requirements in accelerated programs of study and thus graduate 1 or
even 2 semesters early. Pupils who leave school before earning their
high school.. diploma may work toward it at little'or no financial cost
in evening programs'. Various types of summer study and enrichment
programs are also available at all levels of education.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Id academic year 1979-80, there were 3,152 higher education
institutions in the United States that offered college-level work. Of
this number, 1,954 were 4-year colleges and,universiqes and 1,198
were 2-year community or junior colleges. In addition, some 8,000
nonacademic postsecondary schools in both the public and private sec-
tors were offering job training in a wide variety of occupations.
Normally, these vocational schools do not grant academic degrees but
offer certificates or diplothas of completion of training.in a given
trade or skill.

The many and diverse degree-granting institutions in the United
States comprise a broad spectrum of academic traditions, philosophies,
and goals. More than half (1,677) are private institutions, originally
established by special interest groups for social, educational, or
religioudipurposes, but the public institutions contain approximately
78 percent of the total enrollment in-postsecondary education.
Coherence and unity are, maintained among so many different institu-
tions through the work of accrediting agencies and associations, which
are voluntary bodies established by institutions, professions, or spec-
ialized fields to develop and maintain standards. The Federal and
State governments also require certain standards as a condition of
financial assistance. Moreover, the professional integrity of the
teaching staff and the demands of the economy for qualified graduates
motivate most institutions to monitor carefully the quality of their
institutional programs. Higher education institutions offer degrees
on several levels.

The Associate's Degree

The Associate of Arts (A.A.) or the Associate of Science (A.S) \K
degree is usually earnedat a community or junior'college upon comple-
tion of 2 years of study. In many instances, it represents the same
level of' educational achievement as completion of the first 2 years of
a 4-year college or university, and large numbers of students who have

.earned the associate's degree transfer to 4-year institutions. Other
students, especially those whO have completed programs of job-related
training, normally enter the work force as mid-level technicians.

The Bachelor's Degree

The bachelor's degree normally requires 4 years of academic study
beyond the high school diploma. In maint years, accelerSted learning
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plans,'credit by examination or practical work experience, year-round
study plans, and.other innovations have enabled some students to
complete the program in less than 4 years.

The two most common bachelor's degrees are the Bachelor of Arts

(B.A.) and the,Bachelor of Science (B.S.). The former normally

requires more cpurses in the arts and humanities whereas the latter
usually places greater emphasis on the sciences: Other common

bachelor's degrees include the B.Ed. (education), the B.F.A. (fine
arts), the B.Mus.,(Music), and the B.B.A. (business administration).
The B.Arch; (architectureYis'aten a 5-yearprogram.

The B.D. (divinity) and the LL.B. (laa).are professional degrees,
usually of 3 years' duration, that in most institutions require a can -,
didate to have earned.first a B.A. or a B.S.

During 1979, a total, of 921,390 bachelor's degrees'of all types '

were conferred in the United States.

The Master Degree.

Master's degree, programs vary considerably among the approxi-,

mately 1,000 institutions that award them. The number of fields in .0),

. which master's degrees are conferred is very large, but most are .

called,Madter of Arts (M.A.) or Master of Scienc404.) degrees, or
are professional cisgrees such as Master of Nursinik(MiNurs.) or Mister

of Social Work (M.S.W.). Programs pading ,to the degree usually

require 1 to 2 years of advanced in graduate-level courses and

eeminars. Frequently a' thesieis required and/or a final oral or
written examination. Requirements may differ not qnly among institu-

tions but among disciplines Within an institution as well. 1-

:

During 1979, a-total of 301,079 master's degrees of all types
were conferred in -the. United Statd1.

The Doctor's Degree

The doct ate,:usually the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), is nor-

mally consider the highest academic degree'conferred in the United

States. It attests to the ability of its holder to do original

research of a high order. Since work at the,doctoral level is highly
individualized, the, specific requirements may Vary widely. In

general, however, the degree requires a midimum of 2 years of course
work beyond the master's degree level, success in a qualifying
examination, .proficiency in one or two foreign languages and/or in an

equtztent research tool7(auch as statistics) that may be, considered

appropriate to a particular field of specializatio and completion of

a doctoral disseetation that.is norma4y.intended o 'represent an

original contribution. to knowledge.
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During 1979, an estimated 33,000doctorates of all types were
conferred in ti ) United States.

First Professional Degrees

4
;In addition to the foregoing degrees in a wide range of academic

fields, during the year ending June 30, 1979, a total of.68,848 first
professional degrees were conferred in: Dentistry (D.D.S. or D.M.D.),
law (LL.B. or J.D), medicine (M.D.), theology (B.D. or or
Rabbi), veterinary medicine (D.V.M.), podiatry (Pod.D. or D.P.) or
podiatric medicine (D.P.M.), optometry (0.D.), osteopathy (D.0.),
chiropractic medicine (D.C. or D.C.M.), and pharmacy (D.Phar.). The
educational prerequisites and length of study required for these
degrees vary with thf field of study. For example, in medicine most
students; after. receiving, a bachelor's degree, complete 4 years of
medical s dies before receiving,the M.D. degree. Subsequently, they
often ente into 3 years of residency training in a specialty.

CURRICULUM

State and local education authorities are responsible for deter-
mining and 'develbping public school curriculum. There is no national
public curriculum at any level of education. In fact, the U.S.
Congress carefully monitors Federal assistance for curriculum develop-
ment to assure that StaCe and local control is maintained. However,
the Federal Government does influence publicirhool curriculum in
various ways:

:Federal Efforts' To Strengthen Curr ulum and Teaching

1In the 1960's and early 1970's the U.S. Government supported pro-
jects in which leading scholars in mathematics, languages, and physi-
cal and social sciences worked with experienced teachers to create new
curriculums for elementary and secondary schools. Recent studies have
found that most of these programs were not widely used. Instead, the
curriculum for most schools appears to be based almost entirely on
textbooks produced by commercial publishers.

There are many reasons for the apparent failure of the
"curriculum reform movement," but a common explanation is that the
materials were too complex for teachers to use easily and too
sophisticated for all but the ablest students. Therefore, they did
not fit in well with the emphasis in the 1970's on equity and utili-
tarian trends.

Also sipce the 1950's the Federal Government has funded inservice
training for teachers in selected disciplines and in those of critical
need. In the early years, training took the form of institutes and
graduate fellowships, such as those funded under the National 'Science
Foundation Act (1950), the RationaldDefense'Bducation Act (1958), the
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Higher Education Act (1965), and the Education Professions Development
Act (1976).

Initially, the institutes and fellowships drew participants from
a national pool. Usually only one teacher from a particular school
attended a given institute or participated in a given fellowship
program. At first these efforts addressed the need to improve
subject-matter competence. Gradually, attention to pedagogy was
increased; gradually, too, the need to work with school teams or -,

faculties, n9t just individuals, became apparent. Later, some of the
National Science Foundation institutes began to focus their training (-

efforts on implementing- the curriculums' funded by the Foundation and
other Federal agencies. This became the Foundations' center of
interest for several years in the 1970's. ,Then the practice was
challenged by Congressmen who thought that Federal support for imple-
menting federally funded curriculums came dangerously close to forcing
-a-national curriculum on local schbola.

Institutes and fellowships have now given way,to a variety of
federally funded, but locally determined and oriented, projects that
mix modes of training. In a Teacher Corps project, for example, one
might'find university, school, and community personnel collaborating
in training a school staff through demonstrations, team teaching, .

workshops, coursework, observation, and supervision. 'The level of
Federal funding for both curriculum development and teacher training,
once high and fairly well concentrated in selected fields, is now
minim], and in the years 1978 through 1980 scattered across many%
programs in areas of high priority need': basic skills,'special
education, teacher centers, cultural understanding, ethnic heritage
studies, metric education, and the like.

State Responsibility. for Elementary and Secondary School Curriculums

The States' responsibility for public school c rriculums derives
from their broader responsibility for education, a ower resekved to
the States by the U.S. Constitution. gtates influen e clgriculum in
four major ways: by establishing the requirements f r students to
earn high school diplomas within the State; by selecting the texts to
be used in classrooms; by developing minimum - competency tests; and by
providing technical assistance. Most States require satisfactory
completion of a minimum number of courses, including certain specific
courses in English, mathematics, science, social dtudies,and-physical
education. Some States specify, for example, that one or more social
studies courses be in Ameriqan history or the history of their par-
ticular State. Local school districts may add curriculum requirements
of their own, such as local history or sex education.

State offictals select textbooks and other curriculum materials
for elementary schools in 22 States and for secondary schools ii 21
States. Local school officials make the selectioris in the remainder
of the States. Whether the selection occurs at ,the State or local
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level, the State or local boa of education usually -deldgareitxd
repponsibility to textbook commission or committee made up of pro-
fessiohal educators and community representatives. Most commonly,
textbook commissions approve several textbooks and materials for each
course, and local authorities make selelctions from the list.

The number of States with State adoption systems has. been stable
for many years. However, several States have_modified their systems
to increase the participation of local school authorities. Also,
there is a trend toward including more materials on State lists.

.Much content selection and arrangement -- fn- essence, curriculum,
development -- is done by private publishing firms which pay educators
and other specialists to prepare teaching materiari. ,These firms then

?( submit the finished products to the State and local textbook com-
missions for approval. In some school districts, teams of teachers .

and curriculum experts develop teaching materials in a wide variety of
itfields. Usually teachers may choose a program of study-from these
materials or from the variety of commercially published or, sometimes,
university-prepared courses0-study that have been .approved by local
'or.State school-authorities.'

Minimum-competency testing is a fairly anew meansby which States
may influence local curriculum. It originated in the midseventies.
Sothe form of.minimum-competency testing now exists in 38"States
21). Initially, States mandated that students meet,a minimum standard
of competency before, receping a high school diploma. Gradually,
testing has been extended downward, that_now many States conduct
minimum-competency testing at two or three checkpoints in schooling to
identify students not progressing satisfactorily, and to give them
-remedial help. Reading, writing, and mathematics= are the three sub-
jects most commonly targeted for minimum-competency testing, typically
in grades 3 or 4, 6, 8 or 9, arid" 1"1 or' 12.

Technical assistance, the fourth major means-6y which States
influence local curriculum, is delivered primarily by State curriculum
specialists in the various fields.(e.g., science and noime economics)..
Among other activities, they work with local district personnel
individually, conduct regional and statewide workihoPs, and'organize
the development of State curriculum guides (suggested, not mandatory).

Despite the decentralized nature of American education, a certain
Jrpragmatic standardization of c rriculum exists'. First, the textbook

is probably the greatest determiner of curriculum, and many textbook
"publishers have successfully achieved very large marketS.among the
schools. Second, college and university entrarke iesidirements
strongly affect curriculum decisions at the secondary school level;
locally school authorities. want their graduates to be readily admitted
to higher education institutions. The i tie-hoe isoften inordinate;
in some cases a high achool's cuiriculd may be wholly or largely*
college preparatory,/even though the liege - bound' population may be
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only about 50 or 60 percent, of the high school's student body.

Third, national-achievement and aptitude testa-developed by pri
"vete, nonprofit organiz tions influence secondary school curriculums, J.

and, 510 some extent, ementary school curriculums. The, national .

norms on these tests tend to be seen as norms for achievement locally,_
and, consciously or unconsciously, teachers begin to tegch,to the
tests. The local norms for some upper socioeconomic communities are
higher.than thereational norms.

One influential testing program is the National Assesgment of
Educational Progress (NAEP), a periodic measurement of'the'olikilla,,

attitudes, and knowledge of representative-samples, of.9, 13, and
17yearolds in readiogf writing, mathematics, scienceu social .

studies, and other subjects. NAEP's impact on curriculum is -more'
indirect than direct; it is felt 4rimarily through thrainy State
assessment programs independent of, but patterned after, NAEP.

The two tests most widely used for college and university 4-

entrance are the Scholastic. Aptitude Test (SAT) and the AMerican
College Testing Program UCT).- A recent decadelong decline.in
average scores on the Scholastic Aptitude-Test has genepeted con
siderablecontroyersy in educational circles. Some educatois and

1
parents point to the Aecline.as evidence of a deterioration in the
quality of AmeriOan schooling, and argue for more'rigor and
discipline. Other educators and parents counter that Iffhy variables
account. for the decline, among them, the fact that the population
taking the tests has changed significantly as higher edUcation has I-

become more accessible-to lower socioeconomic groups. Also, they con,
tend that there are many modes of coamiunication today (the audio and
vi'ual modes becoming more prominent), so reading is less critical as
a survival; skill.

State Influence on Postsecondary Curriculum

States do not have a direct influence on the curriculum in
public, postsecondary academic institutions. There, curriculum deci.
sions are made most often within academic departments, and indifidual
professors are responsible for the content of their courses. The'

institutions usually requireothat a student earn a given number of
credits. Many also require a student to take a specified number, and
sequence of courses in a major field of study before conferring a
degt

State l can exercise considerable control over postsecondary aca
demiC institutions, both public and private, through their licensing
authority. For example, through power delegated to professionalstan
dards and licensing boards, the States can'require that professionals
such as teachers, doctors, attorneys, an engineers complete a minimum
number of courses from a specified list o academic or professional
subjects to qualify for a license to pract ce.
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ik -TEACHER EDUCATION

Preservice Education

All preservice teacher education in the.-Untted States is at the
higher education level. Both public and private universities have
departments, schools, or colleges of education, as do those institu-
tions that during therPast few decades have developed from State nor-
.mal schools into State colleges. In addition,

.

there are a few
institutions that' specialize exclusively in preparing educators to
-teach music, art, or severely hdndicapped children. In all, 1,300

: institutions offered teacher-educatioA programs atthe beginning of
the 1980-81 academic year.

--I Candidates for teacher-education programs, in most capes, must
have completed 1 or 2-years of general college undergraduate study.
-They are then 'accepted, into' teacher- education programs on the basis of
their collgelacademic records and personal interv4ews.

The_minimum requirement for teaching on the elementary'and secon-
darylever in any of the 50 States is now the bachelor's degree. This
is conferred after,4 years of study- st the postsecondary leve1.7-
Approximately 20 States require that teachers acquire'a graduate,_
degree within 10 years . Incentives to;pursue furthet study, beyond
what.fvrequired, include salary increments and free tuition. the
ratL\f master's degrees to bachelor''S degrees held teachers has
increased from 1 .to 5 in 1972-73-to almost 1 to to

All States require that theAprogram of stud e followed by future
eaclers fnclUde'geseral eduATI-64,--specialfiation in a teaching
field, and professional education courses._ Rece data show that
throughout the country teacher preparation pro ams ate built on a
basic foundation of general-"liberal arts" education in which the

AP humanitiek, natural sciences, and social sciences aie.included. To
this general education foundation and sp &cial Study in,,a teaching,
specialty, pedagogical studies, are added. About 70 percent4ofthe
preservice study for elementary school teachers is in the clinical and
pedagogical field; about 20 percent for those studying for positions
in the secondary schools. All States now require that future teachers
have full-time, student-teaching experience in a public school
classroom. This must be underthe supervision of,an experienced
teacher apprdved by the college or university teacher eduCation
program in which the students are enrolled.

In addition to at least 2 years of broad, general education,

prospective elementary teachers complete 1 to 2 years of pedagogical
study, and often, but not always,-major in education. Prospective '

secondary teachers, for the most part, major in an academic-field;
e.g., English, history, mathematics, or science while taking only 1
semester of education courses.
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The certification of teachers in certain subjects or at certain-
levels is regulated by an'agency in each State. A certificate or
license to teach isissuedrby each State once its-requirements are
fulfilled. There are several types of certificates issutd, based on
training and need: Permanent (regular), probationary, and temporary*.)
The specificAertificationtitles'vary widely from State to State.

-

t

Inservice Education

Most school districts in the country encourage.or assist elemen-
,

taty and secondary teachers in one way or another to continue their
professionaNrowth. Professional development opportunities fre-
qUently available to teachers are formal courses and workshops. Those
that attract the most participants tend tfocus on problems that
affect large numbers of teachers, such as instructing handicapped
-children in reguiac,classes, meeting the needs of"children from low --
income families, and 'providing bilingual and multicultural education.

Not odly,do higher education institutions' provide these yrograMs,
but ,many large school districts and several.Smaller ones tkpsor
workshops using their own staff, with or.without outside consultants.
Many disfticts have established inservice training which
often Include a reference library, and audiovisual cen er, wo.rjxopms
fordeveloping instructional materials, and rooms for seminars or
lectures. With increased X&quency, the control of teacher center-% is
being evitrusted to the teachers themselves.

Inservice opportunitiea-niwinclude visits to other schools,
availability OP consultants for individual problems, and certain dais
(often calied,"inservice days ") on which pUpils are excused'from
school and teachers participate in special programs of-'instruction or
enrichment.

Many school districts encourage their'teachers to participate in-
inservice education in a. variety of ways. They may (1) require a
prescribed number of courses before a teaching contract. can be
renewed,; (2) sibsidize tuition fees at the university; (3) incrasse
the salary of teachers who earn higher degrees, complete a given
number of credit hours, or participate in other approved inservice
educational activities; (4) release teachers from c4ssroom respon-.

sfbilities and_proade travel expenses to enable them to attend pro-
fessional meetings; (5) apProve sabbaticals; or legitimatize
releasedtime during the day.

Chapter 6' discustes 'signifidant, trends in,inservice and preset-
vice education. ,

- 4_ -1
.
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6. EDUCATIONAL TRENDS
. \

STATISTICAL TRENDS
.1f.

Overview

j.
Education was the primary occupation of approximately 62.1

Se Americans in the fall 6U-1972., Included in this total Were
;'58.5 million students, 3.3 million tilchers, and about 300,000

. :saperintendeu.12, principaltr supervisors, and-ofher instructional
*Staffmembers. Thus in a Ifati9n of 225 million `people, nearly 3'out
of every 10 persons were directly involved in the educational process.
It is not surp4sing, thereforey that so mach public attention is
being focused upon the schoolsiSnd.colleges. A substantial portion of
national resources is allotted to this vital enterprise. Increased,
support for educatiop in recent years has, come from Federal, State,
and local governtentsv as well' as from a variety, of private sources.
Total expenditures of educational institutions amounted to approxi-
mately $166 billion during the school'year 1979-80.

-Schools and .School Districts
i.

\ ,

The United States had approxiAtely 15,900 local school districts
in the fall of 1979. This new low was achieved through 'the elimina--
tion of more than 600 schoqf districts over a 5 -year period (figure
3. Thenumber of school districts continues gradually to decline
through the procesi of reorganization and consolidation. In school
.year 045-46, there were more than 101,000 schookdistricts in the
cbuntry.

.

4

IThe number of public elementary schools has also beeh declining -.

(table 6). This trend reflects school consolidatioh and, in.many
4. stances, til closing,of small rural schools. The number of public
s condary schools changes very little froM one year to the next. In,

1978-79, there were about 62,900 public elementary _and 25,300 public-
secondary schools. ,, _ AA

.

Enrollment 4

'Entollment trends it the elementary, secondary, and higher educa-
tion levels are essentially determined or strOngly.ittluenced by the
.number of children or young people in the appropriate age group. From
the midsixties to' the midseventies there waS a substantial decline.ka
the annual number of births in the United States. The lower birth
rate has had a significant effect .upon eleMentary school enrollment,
and its impact has been felt at the high school level during the late
1270's. -Demographic trends will be a major factor in the enrollment
,of colleges and universities in the 1980's.

Enrollment in elMentary schools (kindergarten through grade 8)
reached an 'aft-time high in the fall of 1962. Subsequently, there
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have been small decreases each year. High school enrollment (grades,9
,through 12) peaked in 1976, and college enrollment attained a new high,
in the fall' of 1679. Total enrollMent.at all levels reached a ma mum
of 6.1%3 million in the fall of 1975.

Further increases in total enrollment are not anticipated in the
immediate future. Reflecting a continuing decrease in the number of
chilken 5 to 13 years of age, elementary school enrollment is
expeFtea to'decline until the mideighties. A decrease in tie 14- to
17-Year-old populatipn will lead to lower high school pri) lment much. .

of the time during the 1980's.. No appreciable decline it\ ollege
egrollmen t is expected until after 1981, when the college- ge (18- to
24-year-oldTpopulation reaches its peak.

11,1etWeen fall 1978 and fall 1979 enrollment In kinderg rten
through grade decreased from 32.2 to 31.6 million, or nea ly 2
'percent; enrollment'in grades 9 through 12 was down more tha 2 per-
cent to 15.3 million; and college enrollment rose nearly 3 percent,
from 11.3 to 11.6 million. Table 7 gives additional information on
enrollment.by level in'public and nonpublic schools.

Over the past decade there hzis been a strong upward trend in the
proportion of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds enrolled in preprimary programs.
The latest available data.:1-..:for October 1979 -- indicate that about

:one-fourth of the 3-yearAlds were enrolled in nursery schools or
kindergarten. At the same-time more than two-fifths of the
A-year,-Olds and more than four-fifths of the -year-olds were par-
ticipating in preprimary rograms (table 8).

Enrollments in privat elementary schools declined during the
early .1970's, leveled off, then began to Fall-again in the latter part
of the decade to an estimated low of 3.6 illion ini1979. Private
high school ennollments_actually increas'd throughout the decade to
peak of f.5 million (estimated) in 197

Private schools comprise an increasingly important segment of thee
Nation educational-system. As of fall 1978 (the latest year for
which detailed data are avail ble), private schools enrolled 10.7 ptr-'
cent of all elemental and sec ndary school children.

* Table 9 shOws the 1png-te growth of high school education in
the United States. FrOm 1890-t 1979, while the population,I4 to 17
years of age little more than t pled,, enrollment in grades 9 through
12 increased 4Thltimes, from 360, 00 to, -15.3 million. In 1890, only
about 1 personin 15 in the 14- o 17-age group was enrolled in
school; in 1979 the figure was mo e than 9 out of 10..

For more than half a century he Federal Government.has assisted
State and local governments in thei efforts to provide vocational
-education programs. In recent years, various rtiew programs ,have been

added to the traditional classes in agriculturi,,.home economics, and
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trades and industry, and the number of participants has increased at a
rapid rate.: Approximately 17.3 million students were enrolled in
federally aided vocational classes in 1979 (table 10).

The number of institutions of higher education in the United
States continues to;;grow (tdble sik). Approximately 150 colleges,
universities, and Professional:90661s were added in the past 5 years,
bringing the total in 1979-80 to more than 3,150 institutions
(including branch campuses). Of this total, about five-eighths are
4-year institutions offering bachelor's and/or higher degrees, and the
remaining three-eighths are 2-year colleges. Fifty-three percent of
the institutions are privately controlled, and 47 percent are publicly
controlled. The public institutions, which enroll about 78 percent of
the students, tend to be substantially larger than the private ones.

Another trend in American higher edUcation has been toward
coeducation. In the pae_t IlLyears_the_numberof-XnstItutiona-fer-men
has declined by 59 and the number.of institutions for women dropped
by 115. During the same period the number of coeducational institu-
tions rose by 782.

College enrollment id 1979 was about 21/2 times ratger than it was
in 1963. Part of the increase may be attributed to the fact that
there are more young people of college age. Table 12 shows important
factors that have contributed to the increase. The proportion of
young ,people attending college has risen, and there has also been a
subetantial,increase in the college attendance of persons over 25
years-of

However, the college-age popu on is expected to decline after
1981, and emerging trends in college attendance rates will determine

'what happens to higher education enrollments at that point. In recent
years, the increased attendance ot women, older students (age 25 and
over), and part-time students has played a major role in maintaining
college enrollments at a high lemel-(ffgure 4 and table 13).

Teachers

The teaching,staffri Amerikan schools and colleges greW rapidly
during the 1960s, keeping pace with and frequently exceeding the rise
.in enrollments. The growth rate has been more modest in recent years.
Between the'fall of 1978 and of 1979, there was virtually no change in
the number of feathers below the college level. The employment of
teachers at both the elementary and secondary levels was characterized,
by stability.'11*Increase in instructional staff at the 'college
level LI' e'diinigt6a at about 2 percent (table 14).

The long-range trend has beenfor the number of public elementary
and secondary school teachers to grow at a somewhat faster rate than
school enrollMent. Im recent years, when enrollment declined
slightly, there was no accompanying decrease in the number of
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teachersol Consequently, there has been an improvement in the pupil
teacher ratio. There were 19.1 pupils per teacher in publit schooli\

in 19 as compared .with 20.8 pupils for each teacher5 year. earlier
(see. tab 15).

High School and College Graduates

Apii34mately 3,134,000 persons graduated from high school in
1979 (table /6), and 1.3 million received bachelor's and higher
degrees from Ameridan colleges and universities. Included among the

earned degrees conferred were 990,000 bachelor's and .first pro-
fessions egrees, 301,000 master's degrees, and 33,000 doctorates.
Over the past two decades, the annual number of high school graduates
nearly d ubled; the number of bachelor's and first-professional
degrees lmost tripled, the number of master's degrees increased
four1O1 and the' number,of doctorates grew 31/2 times (table 17).

-.sten reflect the-rise-in-tlie--number-af young-people-

of high schoolCand,college,sge and also a substantial increase in the
proportion completing each level of education during 1979.

Data on earned degrees conferred by major field of study in the
year ending in June 1979 are shown in table 18. At the bachelor's

level more degrees were conferred in business and management,
education, and the social sciences than in any other fields. The

traditional professions of law,..health, and theology were the leaders

at the first - professional level. The leading fields in terms of the
number of master's degrees conferred were education, business and
management, and public affairs and services. More than 3,000-dO-C-

tqrates were conferred in each of four fields: education, biological
sciences, social science, and physical sciencea.-

School ietention Rates and Educational Attainment

1

Table 19-shows the increase in school .retention rates from the

fifth grade through college entrance since the early 1930's. During
this period, the proportion of fifth graders who went on to graduate'
from high school increased from about 3Q to nearly 75 percent. In

other words, the rate of graduation is now about 242 times that in
1932. The increase in college attendandis even more striking: An

estimated 45 percent of fifth graders eventually enter college; in
1932, thecomparable figure was 12 percent.

Since 1940, the U.S. Bureau of the Census has collected sta-

tistics.on the educational attainment of 'the population in this
country. Table 20, which is derived froM Census publications, com-
pares the.educational attainment of the population 25 6,29 years of

age with that of the total population 25 years of age and over. In

the March 1980 Survey, almost 86 percent of the 25 to 29 age group
reported-that'they had completed the equivalent of.,a high school
education, as compared with 69 percent of all adults. Twenttrthree

percent of the young adults identified themselves as college
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gradgates, while 17 percent of all adults had
years of °college. Trend data for the past 70
level of educational attainment in the United
figure 5.

Recent years show an increaserin the number of Americans comple-
ting, on the average, more years of school-, and there has been a
growing concern by the public regarding the achievement levels of stu -'
dents in the elementary and secondary schools. This and other con-
cerns have encouraged a number of States'and local public school
systems to adopt minimum competency testing. It is expected that
these tests will be used fora number of purposes, including: grade
prbmotion, high school graduation, early exit, and reme'diation. Table
21; specifically, denotes the 38 States which in 1979 used minimum
competency testing.

completed 4 or more

years concerning the"
States are shown in

TRENDS IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY LEVEL CURRICULUMS

In recent years, several trends have been discernible in public
school. curriculum. Among them ire emphasis on basic skills, parent
involvement, career education;Nlternative education, multicultural
education, and consumer,education.

Minimum Skills

The most noteworthy- trend in curriculum for elementary and secon-
dary-schools in the country continues to be the emphasis on the basic
skills of reading, writing, and tathematics. A majority of States now
have provisions for testing students to be sure they do not receive,
high school'diplomas without haying achieved "minimum competency" in
the basic skills, and sometimes in other areas. In some oases the
public demand for improved performance irI,basic skills has led to-
greater State control of curriculum, but in most States-local school
districts continue to make decisions about what is to be taught.

The tendency to teach and test measurable skill ;yin isolation
from their meaningful use led a number of professional education'
associations In---1979-to issue a statement listing "The Essentials of
Education," .published by the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development.

The renewed emphasis on basic skills /is refleted in and sup-
ported by pressures for State assessment, minimum - competency testing,
(competency -based education, mastery learning, or outcome-based ,

education. -

The newer programs use individualized instruction or the groilp-
based methods advocated by Benjamin Bloom of the University of

k Chicago. Curriculums for such programs generally require wellrdefined
objectives and performance measures which can be used to assess indi-
vidual mastery._
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In a small number of State's, the basic skills are defined more
broadly than the three R's:. for example, the definition of writing
expands to communication, when it inclu es both written and oral
skills. Controversy continues aboUt t wisdo and attainability of
the goals of the "back-to-basics" movement and the equitability of its
methods. Meanwhile, the emphasis on basic skills appears to bcdimin-
ishing the attention to traditional school subjects such as science,
mathematics, social studies, the arts, and other components of general
education., ' -____

Parent a d Citizen Involvement

Still discussed far more than practiced, the involyement of
parents and citizens ili\curriculum decisions is, nonetheless, a
discernible trend. Its\origin stems from the civil rights movement of
the 1960's,and the black population's expectations tosachieve more

1-4.---In-the-absenee-of-desegregatIonl-the-re=develeved-An-so.

localities -- New York City, for example -- a'call for community
control of schools. The Federal Government gradually responded to
these expectations, not only with desegregation suits but also with
mandates for parent and citizen involvement in. education. The Head
Start and Follow Through programs were early examples of mandated
involvement; others followed in the 1970's.

The movement to involve parents and citizens in education is also
gaining momentum because of the Nation's difficult economic problems.
Necessary constraints are generating a closer examination of the allo -,
cation of resources. The very concept of ptiblic efiCation is bang
questioned, primarily becauSe of increased costs and a perceived
decrease in quality. As the number,of parents with school-age
children diminishes in relation to the population of older Americans,
parents and educators alike have a high stake in convincing the citi
zenry of the value of-public education.

Indicative-of the gain in momentum was the formation in early
1981 of the National Coalition for Parent Involvement in Education
(NCPIE),,an unusual alliance of education organizations (e.g., the'
National Education Association, the AMerican Association of School
Administrators, and theNationalSchool Boards Association) and civil'
rights advocacy groups (e.g., the Children's Legal Defense Fund and
the Lawyers' Committee forCivil'Ilights Under Law). NCPIE's aim is to
improve public education by promoting policies-and practices that '

involve parents and citizens in education.

Career Education

Career education, a curriculum trend initiatedby the Federal
Government in the late 1960's, continues to garner attention in the
Nation's schools. Its-primary purpose is to raise thildren'i aware-
ness -- frbin elementary school to higher levels -- of the role and
value'of_m6rk, the broad range of career opportunities, and the
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relevance of-education to the world of work.

One effective approach is ixperience-Based Career Educe on.
High school students perform study-related work as interns fbr private
or public enterprises whose employees serve, as instructots. Students,,,)
learn the skills, behavior, and valUe of entry-level jobs. Findings
demonstrate that as they. gain a more realistic understanding of- their,
career options the students' academic achievement -atia attendance
improve.'Moreover, they develop a sense,of the relationship between
the basic skills and the world of, work, and become more enlightened
about career opportunities and direction.

'Alternative Education
I.

Alternative education programs for students have continued to
grow in number. Alternative education takes many forms: for example,
schools with special _themes (the artg-r-selimeer-mueleiete4T-schools----1:-
for highly motivated'students, schools for the gifted, schools for
underachievers, schools focusing on the basics, and schools for
disruptive and disaffected students. Among the characteristics
tending to unite such schools are inforniality of structure and

,operation, a broad curriculum, a small enrollment, and some collective
decisionmaking. Alternative schools are primarily a phenomenon of
large school systems.-- they exist in 80 percentof the school
districts'serving 25,000 or more students -- but alternative programs
are also'increasingly evident in smaller systems.

.NaticuItural-Bduc4tion

Multicultural education -- teaching about cultural diversity and
the dignity of all people, regardless of racial or ethnic origin --
grows out of the desegregation and! bilingual education movements of
the p60's and 1970's. This emphasis on the contribution-and value of
each diverse cultureto society is in contrast to the earlier notions
of America as a melting pot. Multicultural education is a natural
outgrowth of the stress on equal /educational opportunity, human anti.
civil rights, and the effects the actions of other nations are-having
on American life. This latter phenomenon has tended to broaden the
outlook of multicultural education to look beyond'our shores to a more
global perspective.

Consumer

,Advocates of consumer education maintain that it is essential to
an;enlightened citizenry. Related 'to the basic skills in that it
focuses on some basic life skills (and thus has received some atten-
tion in minimum-competency legislation),-consumer cation attempts
to develop intelligent consumers of prOducts an services. It treats
such elementary, but important matt#rs, as balancing a checkbook"and

.comparative shopping .to such compleiemiatters as knowing one's legs
rights and responsibilities.
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Objections to Books and School Programs

Different advocac y groups, critical of school programs and of

books they consider not to be consistent with their beliefs have
.become.increasingly vocal in recent years. In many States there has
been controversy over. the teaching of evolution, use of books con-

taining-objectionable language or refekences to sex, and other matters -

said to reflect "secular humanism" in schools. As wresult, educators
are beco ng increasingly cautious about the materials they select.

General Education elf..

Educators and citizens are becoming concerned about the proli-
feration of courses and the fragmentation of course content that

toccur d in the 1960's and 1970's, with reduction of graduation
requi ements, attempts to make schooling relevant to restless

2 -o-sereia-1-prottleme-auett-ae-the-
endangered ' environment . Many schools now appear to lack a clear
definition of the knoWledge and skills needed by all students.

Several major studies are underway which may result in a new
definition of general education at the high school level. For
example, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
has established a network of 17 high schools in 14 States. The

schools will work together for'the next several years to'modify the
secondary curriculum to meet the needs of students in the changing
society.

Other Trends

At the present time there is a regression from large-scale, cur -

riculum development,funded by the Federal Government, primarily
because of concern about Federal intervention and because its impact
is in doubt. More support is now being given to local adaptation and
use of existing curriculum materials. Two Federal programs new in the
1970's the.National,Diffusion Program and the Teacher Centers
Program -- follow this approach.

\
The National Diffusion Program. -- Establishe in 1974, this

program promotes the widespread adoption of exemplary programs and
practices through three inain. mechanisms.

o The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), Which screens
programs and practices for possible dissemination.

,

.

o Programs That Work, a widely disseminated resource book of
JDRP-approved_ programsand practices.

o The National Diffusion Network, which provides technical
'assistance, training, andmaterials to groups adopting
JDRP - approved` programs and practices.



-

The Teacher Centers Program. -- Teacher centers- are typically
local resource/work centers where teachers can be assisted with every-
day classroom problems. Federally funded teacher centers are
exlwessly intended to be places where teachers may "develop and pro-
duce curricula designed to meet the educational needs of the persoks
in the community area," as well as places where teachers may receie
training. Teacher centers funded brother sources -- State and local _

governments and private agencies -- also are conceived as places for
curriculum. development., In most centers, however, the emphasis thus
far appears to be on the training function.

The teacher center program illustrates the interdependence of
various levels of influence on curriculum and training. Some teacher
centers receive their major_funds from the Federal Government, their
direction from the local community, and-technical assistance from the
State. Others obtain funds from many sources while retaining their
indeppnApnep.

TEACHER EDUCATION

Preservice Education

Two essentials describe trends in preservice education over the
past decade. The first is knowledge production, the acquisition
through research of greater' wisdom about teaching., The second is the
development and implementation of that new knowledge in an
perationel, onsite situation.

Knowledge Production: -- This essential focuses on five general
concerns. First is training itself. As a resu t of over 200 studies,
it is now possible to prepare prospective teachers so that they can
call upon a wide variety of strategies to deal with diverse situations
and environmentsL Materials have been generated to support the posi-
tion that teacher-training institutions can provide candidates with
greater flexibility in their teaching styles.

Second, the past decade has .seen considerable development -- but
modest research' -- of materials dealing with multicqltural and
bilingual education.

4F. .

Third, wherever possible, efforts are bei.ng made to relate
training to situations in schools which are part of a broader school
tdiirovement effort. It does appear that this kind bf training, power-
ful because it'is reality-bayed, may deter Subsequent alienation 'by
young teachers from children. /k renewed interest in the internship as
a prerequisite for entry into the profession is a significant part of
such training. .

Fourth, the population from which candidates fOr teaching are
drawn has become more limited. Some of this results from the
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disadvantage which education suffers in competing with higiler.paying
professions. At the same time, the opening of other careers to women,
has removed education's near-monopoly upon that large share of the
labor force. While other prdkessions have gained, education -- and
particularly classroom teaching -- has not!. To cope with this phenom-
enon teacher educators have found it necessary to experiment with new
content and methods of training..

Fifth, innovations in teacher training at the university level

remain minimal. The barriers to significant institutional and/or

budgets, fewer teaching positions,%nd
technological change have been eased only slightly. The past few.

years of inflation, decreasing b

"

public apathy about teaching have contributed to institutions of
higher education placing less resources in teacher education.

Development and Implementation. -- The general application-of

km.:wledBe aa-been the .basic emphasisIn-specific and-4a r-gely"

federally funded programs. Teacher Corps has been the major Federal
program having preservice teacher education as one of its focuses.

First, materials\developed in the programs for multicultural,
bilingual, special, migrant, and correctional education are also being
used in many preservice programs. Most of these were prepared in
response to immediate concerns of teachers in the classrooms. They'
are now being used an an integral part of p6grams for prospective
teachers.,

Second; universities and colleges naVii- accOted-the vilue of

sharing ownership in their teacher - education programs with others.

This sharing particularly includes the school districts that even-
tually become employers of the graduates. It also includes members of
the imediate community, the organized profession, and the State
agency. This is an important decision --'the involvement of the prac-
titioner in policy -- for a college of education to undertake. At-the
Federal level,, Teacher Corps has been the foremost advocate of the

'adOrntages of `enlarging such collaboration to all those who have an
important stake in teacher education at alf.levels, inclUding
preservice.

Third, teachers are acquiring much.greater experience and ,
training in the process of socialization into the community and its
schools and every beginning teacher's experience includes thins type
of training._ The Rational Institute,of Education (N 1E) has-supported
considerable research on.this twit and both the schools and the
collegeS have become increasingly aware of its importance to'the suc-
cess of a teacher. The current interest in the internship is also
reflected here.

Fourth, preservice programs are devoting more of their pedagogi-
cal studies to the integration of research and practice. The-role of

the teacher as a producer, consumer, or supporter of research is
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beginning to receive.more attention by th.e teachers' union. This
attention does,'however, followupon some strong experiences which
have been supported at tht_Federal level.

Fifth, higher education seems to:be more sensitive to the
training of leadership and faculty personnel.. Institutions now
recognize this training as a vital element of a teacher-education
program; and, Of course, the cOntinuing efforts to integrate preadr-,
vice and inservice programs demand this type of training.

Inservice Education

Two trends have particular significance for
.nservice education.

The first is the increasing demand by the_teachiniprofession for
greater decisionmaking prerogatdves in improving Tffservice education
and professional development programs. This is most evident in the

11
- 11 uu

10

governance,of teacher centers. However, the profession's respon-
sibility to determine staff development needs oEa_faculty versus the
public's responsibility, through the governing authority, to make that
determination is still an issue fbr debate.

The other trend is the declining turnover rate of teachers in
schools'today and the resulting stability in the prbfession. /This
trend tuths attention to the importance of inservice-education-as a
vehicle to provide a flow of new or different teaching ideas and
methods into a school. In the past, a constant and large influx of
new-people into a faculty each year often hil-Oed to prevent staff
parochialism. The decline in the turnover rate is; of course, the
result of a decline in public school enrollment-rdwindling resources
necessitating larger pupil/teacher ratios, and ,diminishini job oppor-
tunities for teachers in the private sector: While_the relative
decline in teachers' salary levels and the less-than-adequate working
conditions continue to contribute to the turnover rate,the trend
toward a more stable, experienced, and career-orie group remains.

Thus, schoOl faculties are more stable rather than ira sient;.
experienced rather than inexperienced; and mature rather than
youthful. Such a transition has made lot necessary-and rewarding to
support staff development programs which recognize-thia shift in =

tenure, experience, and maturity. This 'trend, Course, must be
'coupled with the deiand by teachers' unions fora greater voice in
designing and conducting inservice programs..

.The inservice programs which are being developed tend to be
diretted toward the immediate classroom concerns of'the individual
teacher; the individual's personal or professiona]goalsf the reg4an
tory requirements of the licensing agency; and the staff development
concerns of the school agency in which the teacher is employed. The ,

programs which seem to be of the greatestconcern_and debate focus o-
the immediate classroom needs of the teacher and center on the needs
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of an entire school staff. The Issues are concerned with the design
and evalUation of, those activities as well as cost, governance,

substance, and scheduling.

Greater interest and activity in inservice education have been

generated over the last 5 years than in the past as d4monstrated by
the publication of more literature, more involvement by State
agencies, and the conlienkng of more confereUces,and meetings.
However, there has been little significant 'research and evaluation,
little money allocated by local agencies, and few programs which are
not shortterm activities addressed to the specific needs of the indi
vidual practitioner. Few programs address the needs of an entire
faculty. The question ad to whether inservice education is afi impor.7
tant and integral part of the teacher's rolb within the clasroomror
is'merely an adjunct to the tasks associated with that role has not
been resolved. Is staff development an_integral part of professional
praCt ice?. This Josue rema-ins- :an-i-irapst-t-ant enc-Lfortheteachets as _

. r
well as for their administrators and governing bbards.

Opportunities, for formal professional work -- either for personal

growth or to meet statutory or0regulatory,reqatzments -- are still
the most utilized forms of profegsional development and are most Ire
quently available through and governed by universities. That is, th

academic an& professional bases for developient are found in the for
mal courses' for credit and in the requireient for an advanced degree
offered by a university. In many instances these courses may also
satisfy the requirement leading to the acquisitiofi or maintenance of
the certificate or license to teach:

f0
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7. EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

The Federal 9 vernment congnues to -provide the greate t portion .

of funds for educational researchand deVelopment in the United
States. The major agency for this is the Department of Education.
Creation of the first national-level'Dep tment of Education in 1980
glue rise_td some changes in the organization and. structure of Federal
educational research support activities. The Department of Education
Organization Act states that, one of the primary purposes of the new
Departmdht of Education is "to promote improvements in the quality and

. usefulness of education.throughsfederilly supported research,,
evaluation, and sharing'of information." To this end,,,the Congress
created the Office of Educational Research-and Improvement (OERI).
The Assistant Secretary for Educational Research-and Improvement

7--serte fr. :I act' s an -the
disSemination of research-based information for-policymakers,
teachers, school administrators, And other users.

The operations of OERI are guided by five major priorities that
shape the programmatic activities of the off ce.,

(1) Improve the quality of'insfructio and learning 9f basic
skills, including skills require for coping with,a 'changing
and more complexeconomy and soc ety;

(a, liprov the quality of instruct on anelekirninglrelated

science and mathematics, inclu ing the public's under- ."

standin f technical issues;

(3), Demonstrate wais,of. making be tetuse of alternative educ -
..tional delivery systems'and re effective use of availabl
technologies and telecommuni ationsfacilities;

.(4) Encourageand provide incen ives for schools and colleges to
implement locally directed institutional changes -- reforms=
--which meet the needs of ch ngingstudent enrollments; and-

,
, (5) -Improve the qUiaity of-in truction and learnin inter-

, ,cultural affairs through linguistic, humsnistid, ind multi-
cultural studies.

Within OERI the NationalIns itUte of Education (NIE) is the
prinCipal agendy supporting.and onducting educational research. The
and for -the Improvement of Post econdary Education, and offices fot

77terly in the Office of Education concerned with bilingual education, .

education for the. handicapped, ocational education, and international
eduEation, also fund research ctivities.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

The-Nation 1 Institute of Education (NIE) was established by the
Ccingress in,197 . Its purpose is to advance the frontiers of
knowledge abou they process of teaching and learning and about all
aspects of the ed,ational system.

The legi la'ion'.creating NIE directed the Institute's attention__-_
to the folio ing#iational needs:

o impr ving student achievement in the basic educational skills,
inc uding reading and mathematics;

o ov rcoming problems of finance, productivity, and management
in educational institutions;

i proving-the-ability-of7s
ies to provide equal educational opportunities for students
f limited English-speaking ability, women, and students who
re socially, economically, or educationally disadvantaged;

o preparing youth andadults for entering and progressing in
careers;

overcoming the special problemf of nontraditional students,
including the older student (with special consideration for
students over age 45) and the part-time student;

o enomuraging the study of languages and cultures and addressing
both national and international education concerns; and

o improving dissemination of thevresults of, a nd knowledge

s gained from-, educational research and development, including
assistance to educational agencies and institutions in the
!application of such results and knowledge.

he I stitutelsalso directed to give attention to th e needs of early

adol scents and the sclfools which serve hem.

NIE has organized its work-arouria t ree broad areas:- Te*hing

and Learning (T&L); Educational Policy and Organiation%(EPP); and
,Dissemination andqmprovelfent of Practice ,(DIP).

1/4

Teachin and Learn . -- The T&L program supportd research-on--

literacy, lie natut*of ood teaching, how children'and adillts learn,
,how to nleasure'what is learnedo and how to improvek the substance of

whit is taught. The prograecis concerned, with education at all
levels -- presph ol-through adulthood:- in both)formal and informal

. settings..

ft
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thin this program, the ,Learning and Development unit'investi-
gaterthe development of learning and,thinking skills and the-effects
of social processes on learning. The Reading and Language unit focu-
ses on the development of language and literacy and how they are
affected by cultural, technical, and social factors. The Teaching and
Instruction unit examines the art of teaching -- teacher preparation,
the teaching environment;-and net approadies tainstruction. The
Education in the Home, Community, and at OPrk unit is concerned with
out-of-school learning and the relationship;, among educational experi-
ences in different settings. The Testing, Assessment, and Evaluation
unit supports Projects concerned with assessing, describing, and ana-
lyzing student achievement in instructional ptodesses learning
environments, and promising educational practices. It seeks to pro-
vide information about the effectiveness of theseprojects and the
factors that Contribute to their outcomes.

Ed z a e EP9r program suppo

research on issues, of education law, finance, organization,

management, and government as these issues arise in the context of
policy and operations.

a

Within the program, the Law and Public Management unit is con-.
cerned with research'to improve the organization and Administration of
the intergovernmental system and to examine high-priority policy
issues in education. The Educational Finance unit focuses on issues
related to the production, allocation, and expenditure-7-0 education
resources andlon how school financing ig affected by eCOnomic and
dedOkriaPhiC'trenda: The-Educational Organizations and.local
Communities unit examines the governance, organization,. and-management ;

of schools,.4Chbol systems, and institutions of higher education; the
elatignship-ketween these institutions and their community; and how

,they h4ve integrated -educational and social services. Of.particular
iiinteres)1 are institutions serving the'uban and tural poor.

"s,

Dissent ionend Improveient bf Practice. -- The DIP program
seeks to-ensure, thatthe results of educational research 'and develop-
ment are made aklable in usable form to those who need them. To
that end, the programNsupports researcnd-tegiTiidIssemination

-iities designed to increase -the-effective use of reseatch and
development results educational practice..

The In ormition Resources-bbit,supportanational and State infor-
mation servi e adPilot-demonstrations of new communications
technolo /The Regional Program unit supports cooperative efforts
among at departments of education, school dattict4,-, iversitf6;,
regi a laboratories,and other organizations to provid informatibn
an tech cal assistance for school improvement. The Re earch'and

ucation i'Practice unit seeks-to identify successful ways of com-
munidatingand using knowledge to-improve education. The Minorities
and WomeiPs'P gram supports projects that increase the participation
of minority-gr up members and women in educational research.
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How NIE Functions

The Institute's prin ipal-responsibility.A.s to support quality
research on educational is ues.and.to disseminate research.- Studies
into the nature of humalp7le 'rning, the characteristics of .effective
schools, and the assessment ofachievement are among a broad range of
subjects covered by NIE. ,Mort than 90 percept of NIE's funds support
the research efforts of individhals and institutions throughout the

410: Nation through more than 590 contracts and gan ts varying from a few
thousand dollars- to several:1million. The Ina*tute is aided in its
researckthrough its support of the Institute for Research on
Teaching-, the Center for the Studiof Reading, and 'the National Center
for Research on BilingUal Education.-

Nine Research and Development Centers, located afuhiversities,
focus on-evaluation and teacher education, educational..finance and
gove ---}rnarte ,e--the-soc-ka-1---orgatri-zatian of\ schools; andre-id:in

comprehension, and bring together scholars from different disciplines-
for comprehensive programs of research. NIE also funda the National
Assessment of Educational Progress which monitors the language, .ts

mathematical, and writing skills'of young Americans and periodically
. publishes updates on the status-of basic learning in the Nation's

(schools. 4

Through dissemination, NIE makes accessib to educators,and to
the public the information generated through its risearch_as 44,14;as
that of other scholars and practitioners. The Institute accomplishes
this through many avenues of communication. -For exAmpler

o The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC has same.
200,000 research- documents available-on microfiche, with 10
million users annually --libraries, schools of education,
individuals in America and in other countries. Sixteen
ERIC clearinghouses, each for a specific area (i.e.',
Handicapped and Gifted Children, Rural Education and Small ;

.010 Sdhoolsi Urban EWicatiofi), screen,,abstract, catalog, and
index research'information and publish syntheses and annotated
bibliographies.

o, Direct assistance to the schools in provided in part by eight.
Regional Educational Laboratories. These laboratories, with
NIA support, 'also provide information to and 'technically
assist State and local gftucation agencies on.problems of great
importance to the regions they serve.

o The 13-part television series called "Freestyle" is
h,

transmitted nationwide to homes and 2ghoolsaad is designed to
educate 9- to 12-year-olds on sex roles, careers, lifestyles,
handicaps, and ethnit bEickgrounds. A 4iational public radio
broadcast series, "Options in Education;" is devoted to the
independent 4iscussion of education issues.
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. 'o Books and pamphlets -- such ,as Plain Talk About School N..e
Finance; Research Within Reach;4ResearchlGuided Response to
Concerni of Reading Educators; and Declinini Enrollments: The
Uhallenge,of the Coming Decade -- make research available to
multiple audiences.

Public Information Role

, The Institute responds to urgent public needs with congres-
sionally mandated studies that inform educational policymakers or. .

determine the nature and extent of a critical social'or educational
-problem:

o The Compensatory Education Study, completed in 1978, \camined
the administration and effects of Title I programs that pro- ,

vtded supplemental funds to State and local school districts
ensure equal opportunity for all children. The Safe School

- Study isA basic reference for those seeking to understand.the
prOblems of violence and vandalism in schools.

o Other congressionally mandated studies'examine the quality and
effectiveness of vocational education programs 'as well as con-
sumer and homemaking education programs. The School Finance,
Project, a mandated Department study housed at NIE, is exa-

4,

' .mining the Federal role in financing elementary 4nd secondary
education, both public and private, over the next decade. The
results in each case are expected to inform the U.S. Congress
about national education policy.

NIE also provides the public with reliable, easily understood
information on a range of educatiopal issues. The Institute
accomplishes this through conferences and public forums: Eor example:',

o The 1978 NatiOsal,Conference on Achievement Testing and Basic
Skills was the first national forum for the discussion pf new
issues in testing. The Conference not only brought educators
up- to -dateI but also gave new emphasis to research and tech-

. nical assistance that would-render tests mor' useful to
teachers and more understandable to parents and other
citizens.

o A major project in progress will clarify arguments about

Minimum Competency Testing; a program that hag-already been
adopted by 38 StateS and local school districts in response to
citizens' demands for assurances that students coming out of
school Urill have mastered basic skills. NIE sponsored a
'Clarification Hearing" where both sides of this controversial
issue were presented. Videotapes will be made available to
the Nation's legislators and citizens who can profit from

.having access to the best information and experience upon
which tobase their decisions. The "Hearings" are-scheduled
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to appear on public television before the end of 1981. NIE
will assess how well this approach serves the important public
analysis function,.and may use it in the future to explore
other controversial, high interest issues such as bilingual
educatiod.

As. it looks toward the futures NIE is beginning to devote a great
deal of attention to the use of electronic technology in the learning y.

process. The Institute expects to participate in developing the means
by which this technology can be used for educational purposes.

A -

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

The Bilingual Education program, authorized under Title VII of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, is administered by the
Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs (OBEMLA).
Its purpose is to help school distridtdevelop'or strengthen their
capacityto provide equal educational opportunities for children with
limited Englishlanguage proficiency. OBEMLA provides assistance for
a variety of activities: developing programs of bilingual education
at the elementary and secondary levels; training teachers,

administrators, and otherbilingualPeducaton personnel; developing
curriculum material's; and promoting technical'assistance centers and
operating thd National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education.

Effective coordinaf'ion of federally funded research in bilingual
education began in 1978. A Research Coordinating dommittee for
Bilingual Education was established to review, coordinatle, and direct
the bilingual education research activities of the new Department
(other than those assigned to the National Institute of Education).

e

The agencies represented on the Commit e include OBEMLA, the National
Institute o6 Education, the Office of P It gram Evaluation, the Office
ofPlanning and Budget, and the National ..enter for Education
Statistics.

Approximae0y 30 ongoing studies are being monitored by the
various agencies. They fall into three categories; e:g., assessment
of national needs for bilingual education; improvement of the effec
tiVendSs of services,to students; and improvement in Title VII program
management and operation.

One study is designed to determine the extent of bilingual
education services available to children of limited Englishlanguage
proficiency; others are intended to determin,e criteria for the,iden
tification of such children, and to determine when children may
receive instruction in Englishin most subjects. Anothei is to

investigate teachertraining programs, while another_study has been ,

launched to develop evaluation and data gathering models for the basic
skills programs. The research further includes studies to develop
instructional patterns for bilingual education and to investigate

1
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parental invo ement in bilingual education programs. Together the
studies are esigned to investigate the dynamics of bilingual educa-
tion by foc sing on the community,, school, classroom, teacher, and
student levels. All are designed to yield an exhaustive picture of
bilingual education practices and outcomes, and, to provide informdtion
that will te applicable to mot teaching and learning situations.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Foreign Language and International Education

Under the research authority (Section 605) of Title V Y the
Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended; which replaced, in 1980, the
former Title VI of the National Defense Education Act of 1958, the
Department of Education supports studies, Surveys, and the preparation
of specialized instrucfionat materials to improve and strengthen
traidIng in modern foreign languages and area studies, particularly
with regard to the world outside Western Europe.

Projects funded in recent years include: the biennial surveys of
, foreign language enrollments in the secondary schools, colleges, )Ind
a universities; a survey of the state-of-the-art of Chinese studies in
American educational institutions; comprehensive bibliographies of
audiovisual materials for African studies on All educational levels; a
study of the effect of foreign language study in high school on the
students' verbal ability; research and, workshops on foreign language
proficiency testing, including the development of a common, metrics for
language proficiency; a 3-year curriculum for Modern Standard Hindi; a
guide to the study pf the non-Russian peoples of the,USSR;.and
scholars' guides to resources in the-Washington, D.C., area for South
Asia and Southeast Asia studies!' Specialized instructional materials
Were developed for teaching a variety of non-Western languages
including Modern Standard,and colloquial Egyptian Arabic, Armenian,
Chinese, Czech, Indonesians Kanuri, Malayalam, Marathi, Persian,

&Somali and,Turkish.

Continued attention to the inter cultural dimensions of foreign
language and area studies led to the development of a Colombia-
American Communication Lexicon and a Handbook on Nonverbal
Communication in Brain, designed for.teachers of Portuguese.

Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

During the past 2 years, the Federal Government Has continued its
interest in increasing access to higher education for minority and
disadvantaged students. This goal is accomplished largely through
direct grafts and loans to qualifying students. The Fund fir the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education,.a grant,program within the
Departmentbf Education with a budget of $13.5 million, represents one
type of Federal 'strategy to enhance the quality of education programs
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and encourage innovative responses to the learning needs of an
increasingly diverse group of postsecondary students. The Fund's
principal approach to improvement of postsecondary education policy
and practices tato attract a fund projects designed and carried out
by educational practitioners is show promise of achieving "learner
centered" change locally, and racting a broad audience as well.
The Fund's current priorities remain comTitted to increasing the '

access and retention of "new" students ft,postsecondary educations____ -_

maintaining diversity, and stimulating-ihought and action in regard to
new pedagogies and configurations of skills and knowledge.

Quality Programs for'All Postsecondary Learners. 4-- Most institu-
tions are enrolling more minority students, unemployed youth, elderly
persons, women, in part-time students each year. Although postsecon-
dary education has mo ,yond the point of simply opening the door,
the full participation of all enrolled students has not yet been
`realized. Early Fund projects supported institutions to "add on" spe-
cial services (counseling, basic skills, precollege courses). Today,
too many of thdpe programs remain at the periphery of traditional
institutions. A current Fund priority is to support assessment of the
quality of these programs and their integration into the established
curriculum and operating budget.

Full-Time Worker As Learner. -- In, the past few years, the Fund
has increased its support of programs forfulltime_workerswho_pre_-
viously L.ould2mot--fulfill,their educational aspirations. While these
projects frequently require complex agreements between unions,
employers, and postsecondary institutions, their results are
promising The workplace itself has been used as the setting for
effective educational counseling and information. Unions have spon-
sored instructional programs that incorporate the perspective of the
workers, and some institutions have met the needs of workers through
weekend colleges and credit for work-related learning. An interesting
',new grant to the Industrial Cooperative Association develops a program
to train workers to manage their co-ops more effectively.

New Modes and Content for,Teaching and Learning. -- The Fund
currently supports various projects which explicitly give the learner
a larger role in designing the educational experience And that he or
she build the capacity to act, not solely to know.' Promising projects
have used apprenticeships and internships to ground theory in

_practice, and to provide academic credit arid information about educa-
tional resources to the many adults who pursue individual learning
project's independent of institutions. The Fund has also sought pro-
jects which use interacti\ve technologies, thus suggesting to the field
that the user'of electronic media need not be passive and isolated. A
new project at Brigham Young University, for example, will permit
students to respond in a foreign language to a situation viewed on a
videoeicreen.
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A second Fund priority has been to stimulate the development and
refinement of interdisciplinary studies such es black studies, women
studies, and environmental studies. Beyond curriculum enrichment,
these projects often affect the environment for learning by intro-
ducing_the_perspettive.of,those out of the mainstream, encouraging
experimental pedagogies, and examining employment and other practices
within postsecondary institutions. One Current and promising project
being carried out,by the Organization of American Historians integra-
tes tha history of women into the standard freshman survey of American
and Western civilizations. Of another order, in a new grant Eariham '

College of Indiana will create a Senior Year Studies program to help
students synthesiZe their liberal education experience and make the
transition from study to work.

.New "Research" Priorities. -- The Fund has-begun to support pro-
jects which emphasize graduate and professiohal educatipn for women
and minorities. While there has been marked Oogress in increasing
the. number of minorities and.women in undergraduate education,
progress at the graduate And professional training levels has been
less impressive. In business, law, medicine, engineering, government
service, and even education,~ women and minorities still.face some
discriminatory practices. Blacks constitute. only 3.2 percent of all,
lawyers and judges; there are fewer than 190 Native American
physicians; Hispanics make up only 2.3 percent of engineers, and in
postsecondary education the number of Women faculty actually declined
between 1974 and 1977. The Fund hdpesto attract proposals which
demonstrate that colleges and universities' can make meaningful commit-
ments to prepare women and minorities for academic and professional
employment. Strategies might include long-term edUcational projects-
starting as earlyas junior high school, curricular changes within
graduate institutions, attempts to reform admissions procedures, and
support services.

.

Resourcesand Incentives for Postsecondary Improvement. --
Economic constraint of the last several years has increased pressure
on the'postsecondary enterprise itself. Agairist a backdrop of tight -

ened budgets and increasing rigidity, the Fund seeks to strengthen
those factqrs which enable and- reward improved learning. Therefore,
the Fund considers the external context of education -- licensing,
accreditation, State funding formulas, and the like -- to assist such
regulatory functions to be more responsive to. institutional needs.
The Fund seeks as well to improve the climate within institution p

especially in regard to faculty morale. Specific projects migjxt focus
on tenure, unionization, career mobility, and faculty work
satisfaction. Finally, the Fund seeks to improve the management of
higher education, especially in ways .that, affect student learning.
Such projects might reform the administration of financial aid,
increase the number of course offerings through consortial
arrangements; or make more cost-effective use of facilities.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

Research relating' to the education &of handicapped children can be
traced to a variety of sodrces. Historically, independent (unfunded),

. individual investigator research accounted for'the greatest.contribu-'
tion to knowledge related to the education of handicapped children.
Research and development activities of a scope beyond the resources of
individual researchers and institutions have been supported by State
and; localieducation funds, a number of-iFederal support _programs, and a
wide variety of foundarionsand professional organizations. Support'

`
~from the Department of Education and its predecessor, the Office of--
Education, has been a Significant influence in the field of special
ed ion research in recent years.

These support aptivities are directed at developing new
knowledge, methods, and materials which will facilitate the broader
efforts of the Department and the Nation'sschools in fulfilling their
commitment to the handicapped.

The basic objectives of this support are to:

(1) Identify, research; and demonstrate-solutions to problems
that-are related to the education of handicapped children;

(2) Develop and disseminate innovative.support systems and
techniques to improve the performance of handicapped
"children andlor teachers and Other practitioners serving
the handicapped; and -

..

. 6.
(3) Create bechanism7s that will produce the broadest possible

diffusion, utilization, and implementation of the products

t

of research and development.
,

The passage of The,Education for All 1111dicapped Act (Public Law

.

.

94-142) in 1975'expanded the research and development needs of the
professional community..., The Department's Office of Sp vial Education.
was strongly committed to successful implementation orP.L. 94-142,
and to the identificatidn and resolution of eduCatiohal problems which
arose within state the implemen-
tation

,
local education agencies during

,

tation of the Act.

Of 120 research projects ongoing as of October 1,198002 dealt
with issues specifically related to P.L. 94-142; 17 with Least
RestrictiveEnvironment; 11 with related services; 5 with-parent
involvement; 3 with discriminatory assessment;s2 with Individual
Education Plans; and 5 with P.L. 94-142 in general. -An' additional 21
projects dealt with education of severely and profoundly handicapped
children, an area which was given considerable impetus by P.L. 94-142.

Recent products of particular relevance include: management
information systems for State and local education agencies, several
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reports of the effects of teacher and peer attitudes on less restric-
tive placements, and a general report onState-level implementation
problems and progress.

VOCATIONAL AND DULT EDUCATION

When the Congress passed the Education Amendments of 1976 and
modified the vocational education research and development prograi, it
mandated the establishment of "Programs ofNational Significance."
The Programs of National Significance have three components -- the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, the Curriculum
Coordination Center, and discretionary projects. The programs employ
a variety of strategies -- including demonstrations, development, and
dissemination to help ensure that quality practices are identified,
developed, and applied throughout the United States.

Following the passage of the 1976 legislation, a National Center
for Research in Vocational Education was established 41 1978 at Ohio
State University with funds from the Office of Education. Its goals

are to:

1. conduct applied research and deVelopment activities;

,2. provide leadership development activities for State and
local leaders;

3. disseminate the results of vocational education research and
development;

4. maintain a clearinghouse on research and development
project's supported by the States and the U.S. bepartment of

Education;

5. generate national planning .and policy development

information; and

6. provide technical assistance to State, local, aria other
public agencies in developing methods for evaluating voca-
tional education programs.

Six regional Curricular Coordination Centers established under
the 1976 amenaents work in interstate'dissemination of curriculum and
instructional materials among the States within their geographic

areas. These Centers have formed a National Curriculum Cootdination
Network to facilitate interstate curriculum dissemination.

The third component of the legislatively mandated "Programs of
National Significance" covers discretionary funded projects targeted
on problems of pational,concern. These programs have 'addressed the

problems of the disadvantaged, minorities, and the handicapped through
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the following projects: Development of Model Methods of
Administration for the Office for Civil Rights Guideline's for
Vocational Education; Strategies for Assessing Bilingual Vocational
Training Programs; Basic Skill Development Through Vocational
Education; Vocational Education Personnel Development in the Pacific
Basin; Youth Employment grograni for Out-of-School Youth; Effectilie
Mechanisms, for- Facilitating Coordination of Vdcational Education

-0Programs With Youth Employment andDemonstration Projects Act; and
Bilingual Vocational Education 'Instructor Competencies.

'The Programs.of National Significance also addressed sex equity
through"the following projects: Credentialing Women's Life
Experiences; Project Access; Development of an OutreaCh Program To
Attract Women into Male-antensive Vocational Education Program's;
Identification andTevelopment of Procedures for Displaced Homemakers;
and Development of a Support Service System for Sex Equity Services in

- Vocational Education.

One project with national pdtential is the Development of
Competency.Measpres for Vocational Education which is developing,
validating, and disseminating competency tests for use in assessing
student competencies, in improving vocational instructional programs,
and in assisting employers to-determine the competencies of prospec-

. tive employees.

In addition, instructional modules are_being developed to infuse
Energy Use and Conservation Materials, Health and_Safety Materials,
and Entreprenueral Skills into all of.the seven vocational instruction
afeas, Dental and medical paraprofessional curriculuida developed by
the military are also being adapted for vocational education use.

The methods, practices, strategies, and products developed by
these projects are specifically designed to improVethe quality of
instruction ancradminAtration of vocational'education 'so that stu-
dents are better 'prepared when entering the job market or proceeding
to the net educational level'required before job entry. Each proj9ct
has a distemination plan which attempts to assure that vocational
educators throughout the country are keptinformed of the progress and
the outcomes of the 'project.

The Federal Government works closely with each of the 57.States
and Territories to improve vocational education programs. At the
State level, the State Research Coordinating Unit (RCU) administers
program improvement_ activities.' In fiscal year 1980 Federal funds
were used for appro mately.800.research, exemplary, and curriculum
development project This nationally integrated system provides the--

________---crpportunity for States and Territories.eo work with the Federal
Government to maintain and improve the quality of their vocational
educatiOn programs.
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Part II:

Interaction Between
Education and Work
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INTRODUCTION

$

The link between education and the world owork has been a
c

special concern of the education and 'business communities in the
United.States for many years. Traditionally, educational institutions 40

have been trying to resolve how they can best prgpare youth and adults ...of

for entering into a rapidly changing work wor14. The'-relation'Cf suc-
cess in the job rket to educational attainment is well established.
Young people w o have dropped out of high school, along with high
school graduates who have failed to master the basic,skills of reading
and arithmetic, haVe the most difficelt rime entering and staying in
the job market.

In recent years, rising unemployment, particularly, among youth
(ages 16-21), has aroused increasing concern. This along with other
related social and_economic factors -- i.e., increased poverty, higher
welfare roles, increased crime, decreased productivity, and the like --
has focused the attention of community leaders and businessmen, as .

well as that of educators, on the need for close cooperation between
education and the world of work. Consequently, in addition to changes
to improve school programs, these groups are cooperating to Improye
collaboration between educational institutions and business and.
industry.

This report focuses on actions taken by the ni ed States to _

strengthen and develop programs that will link ed a on and work,
offer youth career planning alernatives, ,and increa e employment
opportunities. It gives an overview of tfte role of, education, we-

_ cially vocational education, ins helping both young people and'adults
discover and develop their full employment potential'. Also included ,_
are a historical summary, a discussion of the organization and struc-
ture of vocational education, and current statistics., The report con-
centrates on the period 1978 through 1980.-

,

A

NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION AND=VORR

Since the passageOf the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, the U.S.
Federal Government has played a significant role in helping youth and
adults make the transition from school to paid employment. The
- Federal role expanded rapidly\tithe early 1960's when the U.S.
Congress realized that without rect and substantial assistance many
youth and adults would probably spend months or even years looking
unsuccessfully for suitable, well-paying jobs.

-Later, the need to alleviate poverty ankthe hardships of severe
unemployment prompted the Congress to pass several laws to promote
interaction between education and work: e.g., the Area Rede elopment,
Act; the Manpower,Development and Tfaining Act with its Job orps,
Neighborhood Youth Corps, and institutional job trap:ling; a d the
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Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended in 1968 and'1076. In the
early 1970's, the Congress repealed the Manpower Development and
Training Act. In addition to thesegmajor Acts, the Congress passed
various regional development spa:sures, health personnel training
legislation, and other laws-wElch either directly or lEdirectly sup-
potted programs that encouraged people to train for a find jobs in
the labor force. "

In addition to the schools, the Departments of Education,
Commerce, Labor, and'Defense all share a concern and interest in
programs and laws which enable individuals to make decIsioni about
work, to make asmooth transition to it, Ind_to make satisfactory
progres in A cart: Outside the public sector, business, industry,
and labor are all concerned about the interaction of education and
work. Coordination both within the public sector and between the
public and private sectors to strengthen, the link between education
and work will be discussed in a later section of this report.

LEGIS CHANGES TO IMPROVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

At mentioned earlier. the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 established
the precedent of Federal assistance for secondary education. It

extended Federal financial aid to States to support training in public
secondary schools in agriculture, home economics, and trades and
industries, and to promote the preparation of teachers for these
vocational subjects. Each State that accepted Federal support was
required to designate a State board for, vocational education, submit a.
plan governing the expenditure of Federal funds, and match the Federal
appropiiation which was allotted on the basis of the State's
population.

,The Georges-Dean Act of 1936 'added distributive education and

authorized increased appropriations to meet the, growing need for voca-
tional education. In,1946,, Congress passed the George-Barden Act to
assist the Nation's public schools in making a contribution to post
World War II recovery.

ThaVdcaticinal Education Act of 1963 specified that Federal funds
could be used for vocational ptograms for°1) thpse_in secondary
schools who are preparing to enter the labor market/ or become
homemakers; 2) youth whose academic, socioeconomic/or other handicaps
had prevented them from succeeding in regular programs; 3) youth and
adults who, have completed or left high school and/who are preparing to
enter the labor market; and 4) those who are unemployed or seeking to
Opgracha-their job skills. / ,

The 1968 Vocational Education Amendments r4Iffirmed the Nation's
commitment to provide quality vocational education to a larger Segment
of American society. Uses of Federal funds were expanded to include
programs and services for the .handicapped who cannot succeed in
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regular classes and to thpse with ltmitedEnglish languageAlities.
Vocational guidance and counseling "became eligible for support` as well
as vocational training through arrangements with private.institutions.'
To insure-that the needs of special .groups were not overlooked, mini--

-mum percentage exPenditurelevels were 'established' for 'the academic,
and socially disadvantaged; for.the handicapped, and for programs for
youth and. adults in postsecondary institutions.

The Education Amendments of 1976, Public Law 94-482, became thlt
first major overhaul of the vocational legislation since 1968, This
legislation changed funding and administrati*e arranggments. It
included specific help for women, persons with limited English
prtficiency, Native Americans, the handicapped, and the disadyaritiged.
It also charged the National Institute of Education (NIE) with under
taking a study of vocational education that Would include, among other
findings, information an 1) the distribution of vocational education
funds; 2) compliance,with applicable laws; 3) methods of assessing
program quality and effectiveness; and 4)consumer and hothemaking edu
cationprograms.

i . NATURE, SCOPE, AND STRUCTURE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

///
Thus, legislation over the years has broadened dig scope and

improved the quality of vocational education which, through its many
programs, services, and activities, trains the Nation's youth for work
while emphasizing equal access to training opportunities for males and
females, the disadvantaged, the handicapped, and persons with
limitedEnglishlanguage proficiency. - Vocatl'onlal education also
retrains and upgrades adult workers to keep them abreast of the
changing needs in business and industry, and Continues to contribute
to achieving national goals of'productivity and economic development.

.".. 1.4
..

The major vial of vocational education programs is to increase
the student's knowledge, and skills about a specific job .,or occupa
tional field. Vocational education offers more than 400 instructional
programs at the secondary, pos secondary,or adult levels to increase
a person's potential for empl ent or upgrade a persOn's skill in a
current job. These programs are usually, grouped under vocational
education's seven traditional occupational headipgs: agriculture,
marketing and distribution, health occupatiOns, occupational home'

el

economics, business and'office ocCupations, technical education, and
trade and industrial education.

I

Oder the years as the programs are reviewed and
problems emerge, the administration and the Congress
legislation to improve the sttuctuM, administration
of vocational education.
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Relationshi of General and Vocational ucation

General'and vocational education phil sophies have traditionally'

been separate entities in the United States This is beCause of the
different image that practitioners of each school have of/themselves

and each other. General education, in the ea lier.gradee, is the
foundation for both vocational and general edu ation In secondary and
postsecondapy institutions. General edu ation t the secondary level

*1(71

provides the basic skills and academic pr paration required for post-
secondary study. Vocational education,: the other hand, begins at 4-'
the secondary level and continues into the 2-year postsecondary level.

Certain programs logically continue from the secondary to the
postsecondary level. These include office occupations, distributive
education, health occupations, and other nontechnical programs.
Technical education, because of the academic foundation required at
the secondary level, generally begins with the 'postsecondary
schooling. However, several special purpose high schools and large
vocational/technical schools -offer technical programs at the secondary

level. Generally, a 2-year postsecondary' program is required for

minimal competencies in any of the physical sciences. A student` may

choose to terminate his technical education at this point if the post-
secondary program permits, and transfer credits to and contiaie at a `

4=year college university. Thus, a logical-progression bgiween the

subprofessiona and the professional technical decupations exists
among institutions which offer technical programs.

Structure of Vocational Education

At the State level, vocational education is under the jurisdic-
tion of a State vocational education board. In many States, the State

board of education also serves as the State vocational education

board. In other States, the vocational education board and the State
board of educa'tion have-overlapping membership. The State director of

vocational education ten serves as the State executive officer in

charge of adminis vocational educatiorOprograms.

cational programs and services varies at the local
.rehensive high school, vocational education

n conjunction with general education. Students

Delivery of
levels. ,In the

programs are offered
spend a portion of each day in shop or laboratory classes, and the
remainder-of_the day in supportive classroom instruction at the same

facility. A variant of this is the specialized vocational/tecbittar''
high school which provides instruction in an occupational area comple-
Mented by the related subjects and general education required for a

high school diploma. Typically, the student spends half the day in

the shops and labs and half in related subjects. These institutions

have traditionally been more or less autonomous institutions serving
several school districts, and offering training in as many as 50 dif-

ferent occupations.
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The.area vocational center is a centralized Service center
a6commodating students' from several feeder schools in a region% The
general procedure is to bus students to the center for approximately
halfba day, return them to their home schools, and then bus another
gaup to the center for the remaining time. These centers generally
offer only the occupational skills sand theory; the home school is
responsible for classroom instruction in all general educ4tion and
related subjects.

Technical institutes, or technical colleges, are the postsecon.

dAy counterpart of specialized high schools where youth and adults who
have completed or left high school are prepared for entrance into

_specific°occupations. Activities and Trograms are also'offered for-
adults who desire to upgrade and update their occupational skills.
The community college is the postsecondary counterpart,ok the compre
hensive high school. Vocationaltechnieskand academic programs are
offered and students can earn associate degrees. Other more specific
programs are also frequently available at community colleges to meet
shortterm skill development, vocational, and remedial needs of
specific segments bf the population.

Current Statistics 1

Enrollment in vocational education at all levels totaled a record
17,0331620 in fiscal year 1979 (the most recent data available through
the Vocational Education'Data System (VEDS) di the National Center for
Education Statistics). ApproxiAtely 51 percent of these students
were- female.

Total expenditures have also increased from $2.7 billion in 1972
to $6.5 billion in 197?. Federal expenditures increased from $466
million in 1972 to $565 million'in 1979.

Although placement rates for fiscal year 1979 are not yet'
available, the 1978 rates are typical for'vocational education's

"loerformance. Of all okse persons available for placement in 1978,
,66.4 percent were employed fulltime in the field for which they had
`been'trained or in a closely related field.. Another 25.4 percent_ were
employed in'a field not related to their training, /Fix were employed
part time. In otherwords4...R full 91.8 petcent of those available for
placement,

,

obtained employment in 1978.

Interaction of Education-and Work

24ty problems related to education and work are probably beyond
the capacity of education to solve% Unemployment and low wages are
two such problems. When economic conditions are poor, many people
find themselves compelled to accept work below their/Ompetency or can
find no work. Other work problems basically Outside education's cape
bilif4y to solve .are related to the structure of. the labor market; to
policies and practices regarding `recruiting, selection, and promotion;"

0
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to OA nature of the workPlaCe itself; and to
Affecting:the demand for certain' skills.

TrAiWever, the consensus is that education
following ways:

technological changes

can help people in the

- increase people's awarenes6 of the role of work in their lives
and, in the economy;.

-inform people about the nature and requirements of different
,pc, 4 ,occuyations and the education and experience needed-to enter

and progress, in them;

overcbme self-imposed limitations on career choice;

.- improve students' abilities to make good career decisions,And
to develop career plans that will help them reach their occupa-
tional goals;

-.teach-the actual skills, abilities, and attitudes needed to
enter and progress in careers;

- acquire certification in the skills and abilities obtained
through formal, and nonformal learning experiences;

- provide form4 education as needed throughout one's lifetime;
and

- provide needed information for lifelong career development.

:Education in general, and vocational'education in particular, can
do a better job of helping people pursue their occupational choices.

`What follows is a discussion of how interaction and coordination among
a variety of programs and experiences contribute to job success:

°

U.S. EXPERIENCE IN LINKING'EDUCATfON AND WORK

.*
. In vocational education it has been axiomatic that blending prac-

tical experience with formal instruction enhances the educational
significance of both. This blendingcan take variOusforms. Within
vocational education the three major Types of structures for coor-
dinating education and work experience are:' Work-Study programs,
Work-Experience Education, and Cooperative Vocational Education

. Programs.

Another is the Experience-Based Career Education Program.

Ark-Study Programs

Vocational work-study programs assist full-time vocational
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education students,efrages 15 to 21, who peed earnings from employment
either to beginvbi to continue their vocational education. The
Vocational Education Act specifies that students must work tor.a.local
education agency or some other public nonprofit agency or institution.

Work study addresses the national problem of youth unemployment.
Employment gives this targeted group .an initial job experience which
enables the student to earn income and learn basic work habits and
attitudes. In many cases, work study helps disadvantaged youth
develop a sound concept of work and an understanding of ,the reason.for
work.' It also helps needy vocational students to remain in school and ti

achieve marketable skills. :

Work-ExperiNc: and Career Exploration Program

The Work-Experience and Career Exploration Program (WECEP),
authorized by the Fair Labor Standards Act, is a coordinated effort
involving the U.S. Department of Education's Office Of Vocational and
Adult Education, the U.S. Department of Labor's Wage and Hour
Division, and the State departments of education. The program offers
a carefully planned work experience for 14- and 15-year-old youth who
are considered potential dropouts. _It is designed to encourage the

cyoung people to.become produCtive, contributing members of their
communities. Federal vocational education funds and State and local
funds have beeifused ro'develop and finance this program. In some
States the program is coordinated with cooperative vocational )

education.

WECEP startea in 1.99 as-a 3-year experimental program in 13
States. It now has programs in 24 States with over 40,000 par-
ticipating students. Several studies to evaluate the effectiveness of
WECEP revealed its positive impact on students' scholastic
'performance, attendance, and behavior.

Cooperative Vocational Education Programs.
Cooperative vocational education programs are identified by the

following elements: 'a written cooperative arrangement exists between
the school and employers; students receive classroom instruction
('including academic instruction) related to the job; planned and -
school-supervised periods of work alternate; and students are employed
and compensated in conformity with-ederal, State, and local_ laws.

Cooperative education is designed to prepare students for
employment. It is a school-initiated and school-supervised program.
Instruction-at the secondary, postsecondary, and adult levels cuts
agross all occupations. The key elements are developing competencies
and establishing bridges between school and employment for students,
Including the handicapped, women, minorities; the disadvantaged, and
the incarcerated. The_consistent quality of these programs comes from
using the work,environment in conjunction with classroom instruction
to achieve educational goals.'
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During fisdal year 1979, there were 536,961 ttudents enrolled in
cooperative vocational education. The estimated earnings for these
students in the 57 States and Territories` were $1,046,000,028. This
figure is based on a 3hour work day at the minimum wagelof $2.90 for
the 4 months in 1979, and $3.10 fgr the 6 months in 1980.
Expenditures for coopefative vocational education totaled $115,001,967
in fiscal year 1979. Federal expenditures were $8,255,763 and,4tate
and local expenditures were $106,756,204. Thus, cooperative voca
tional education students earned 9 times more than the cost of the
entire program.

States reported that,-Aaddition to the earnings that students
receive, cooperative vocational education programs offer students many
other benefits: employment experience, job skills, expanded,
knowledge, and constructive attitudes about work. School administra
tors find that cooperative programs reduce the need for expensive,
specialized equipment and laboratories since students use the
employer's equipment. The school is able to ensure quality instruc
tion thr8ugh immediate application of skills in realistic settings.
Cooperative education also enables schools to teach more students in a
given facility by carefully scheduling alternate periods of work and
school. Federal, State, and local governments gain the taxes with
held from the students' earnings, and many States also collect sales
taxes when students spend their earnings. Employers find'cooperative
vocational education programs attractive because they respond quickly
to changes in the economy, make possible better trained employees,
provide present and future sources of employees, and keep some
qualified young people in the community.

Employers of cooperative vocational education students also
receive tax credits. The Targeted'Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) program was
established by the Revenue Act of 1978. The Departments of EducatiOn

i andiLabof and therritttnal Revenue Service have coordinated the TJTC
5A

"'Program.
/

E erynceBased Career Education Program _

\Vocational education has supported exemplary experiencebased
career education (EBCE) projects in each of the 50 States'and outlying
areas. These.projects have provided integrated academic and
experiencebased activities in business and industry fgr students,
making maximum use of communitt resources. .-

This Federal inl.tiative brings students of the public education
system directly into the marketplace, and, in turn, brings the exper
tise of private firms to the schools by infusing work concepts and
habits into-the regular school curriculums. Placed in a'varipty of
community sites, students are engaged in planning and learning activi,
ties that blend growth.1n academic, career development, and life and
survival skills. As a result, school experienceiedomesmore. related
to job needs of the students.
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The academic credit granted to the student for experience gained
in the workplace requires _extensive cooperation among teachers,
guidance counselors, and supervisors at the work site. EBCE programs
tend to be offered primarnly to' students in the last two grades of
secondary school, the 11th and 12th. Students involved in prototype
EBCE programs spend approximately 8 to 3a hours weekly at the school
conferring individually with the coordinator, attending workshops with
EBCE enrollees, an& using facilities such as the library. The
remainder of the week is spent in the community completing projects
and interacting with adults. The emphasis here is on academic and.
personal productivity.

, t

Participating businesses and industries become more aware of the
actual skillit'and knowledge that potential employees need. In'
addition, EBCE'programs have developed a better.understanding of the
learning p ocesses the schools can make available to students.

EBCE p ograms are now widespread throughout ,Ythe United States.
In 1976, a total of 46 EBCE projects were funded by the U.S. Office of
EducStion (now the DepartMent of Education). Nine new projects in
1977 brought the total to 55. Today-mote than 200,000 persons are

------Neducated and trained through this new method which has also involved.
22,000 employees of business and industrial firms.

,;

States are now able to fund EBCE prograis, and there is evidence
that EBCE objectives to impro've students attitudes toward work,
enhance career awareness, and acqUire basic acadeMic skills are being
met in a unique way.

1
PUBLIC /PRIVATE INVOLVEMENT

Several mechanisms are now aimed at increasing collaboration
between the public sector and the private sector to strengthen the
lipc between education and work. These include, for example, ncen-
tives in the Federal tax code such as,the Targeted Jobs Tax C edit, -

legislative mandates for advisory councils, Federal incentiv for new-
or expanding industries -- especially those in depressed ar s .and
vocational student organizations' which help students develo
tionships with representatives of business, industry, and g. rxment.

Advisory Councils

Advisory councils for education and training pr rams Ilve
established throughout the United States and serve a number of
purposes. Council members are usually drawn from education, industry,

,and labor, aqd are the key contacts between the schools and business,
industry, and labor.
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4o Vocational Education Advisory Councils. -A National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education is'made up of members appointed by Or
President to advise him, the Congress,'and the Secretary of Education
on vocational education programs. I.

States are required under Federal legislation to establish a
State Advisory Council on Vocational Education to increase citizen
parxicirtion in the vocational education planning and the decision-
making process. The State council includes representatives of
business, labor, industry, the general public, minority interests,
students, women, and educational institutions and professionals.
Local advisory councils, authorized by the Education Amendments of
1976, assist focal education agencies and other eligible recipients in
planning and administering local programs. Such councils are
Comprised of representatives of business, industry, labor, and the
generAl public.

o Work Education Councils. -- Work education councils, fostered
.by the U.S. Department of Libor, exist in more than 50 cities and com=
munities in the United States. They assist students in the transition
from school to work, identify and provide work-experience sites,
assist in job development programs, and are often a source for
creating new job opportunities in their respective communities.

o Industry- Education -Labor (IEL) Councils. -- IEL Councils were
designed to provide a system of meaningful collaboration among
industry, business, labor, and education. Such councils currently
exist in over 40 cities and communities throughout the United States.

o Private Industry Councils (PIC's). -- Each Comprehensive
Education and Training Act's prime sponsorl is required to establish a
Private Industry Council (PIC). The main\function of the Council is
to increase the involvement of the business community in training
programs and to help,expand private sector employment opportunities
for economically disadvantaged rsons. ThePIC's membership includes
small businesses, minority busiliess enterprises, and labor
orgdhizations:

Student Organizations

Nine national vocational student organizations play a'vital role
in,preparing-students for_work through fostering the development of
"both vocational and career competencies and lAidership skills.
Interaction between students and the business and industrial com-
munities is extensive. Annually, more than a thousand conceived
businesses, .industries, .organizations, and individuals contribute over

1
The highest elected official of any political jurisdiction with a

population of 100,000 or more (e.g., mayor, governor, or county
supervisor).
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$1.5 million to these student organizations. The organizations are
the: American Industrial Arts Student Association; Distributive
Education Clubs of America; Future Business Leaders of America; Future
Farmers of America; Future Homemakers of America; Health Occupations
Students of America; National Postsecondary Agriculture Student

Organization; Office Education Association; and Vocational Industrial ,

Clubs df America. The programs vary, but all are designed toumotivate
students, supplement the instructional program, encourage leadership
development, and incorporate the involvement of business', industry,
and the public.

Other Federal Initiatives

The central aim of manpower programs is to train and successfully
emplOy individuals in suitable jobs. The natural linkages between
these programs and vocational education programs have increased
because legislative amendmentq established a greater overlap in the
goals and target groups_served by both programs. Because of this
relationghip the Congress created new channels and incentives for
coordination through the 1976 amendments to the Vocational Education
Act, the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) of 1977,
and the 1978 amendments to the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA).

Both CETA and the Vocational Education Act (VEA) specify mandates
for coordination at the national level. The Office of Vocational and
Adult Education in the U.S. Department of Education and the Office of
Youth Programs in the U.S. Department of Labor work together to pro-.

-mote linkages among vocational education, other Federal and State edu-
cation programs, and CETA programs in order to promote the employment
of disadvantaged youth and adults,. Coordination at the Federal level
is achieved through a joint agreement between the Departments of Labor
and Eaucation. As a result, three distinct national initiat/ives now
exist to stimulate coordination between vocational education and those
providing employment and training. The initiatives involved the
funding of 20 projects to promote cooperation between local education
agencies and prime sponsors, to serve special populations, and to proms

vide a summer youth demonstration prograim..,Most of these projects are
still in progress.

State-level coordination is required under both CETA and the VEA,
where specific channels for interaction are described. Collaboration
is encouraged under CETA through the set-asides that'either require
funds to be spent by vocational education agencies or allow funds to
be used for coordination of vocational education and CETA programa.

Section 204 of CETA requires the Secretary of Labor to pass CETA
funds through State vocational education boards for needed vocational
education services at the local level. Not less than 85 percent of ,

these funds are to be used to provide vocational education and ser-
vices for participants in programs. The remainder of the funds may be'
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used to: coordinate CETA programs with existing vocational education
programs; coordinate the use of funds available under CETA and the
Vocational Education Act to enhance economic growth in the State;-
develop linkages among vocational education, employment And training
programs, and private sector employers; provide technical assistance
to vocational education institutions and local education agencies in
making cooperative arrangements with prime sponsors;, and provide
information, curriculum materials, and technical assistance incurri-
culum development and staff development to prime sponsors.

The most common result of coordination is the exchange of repre-
sentatives_onAifferent_ councils and committees. This has led to
improved planning and to a more economical and nondupl catiye use of
resources-in implementing both programs. Examples of ch exchange of
representatives include:

1. appointments of coordinators to function as liaison between
vocational education and employment training programs;

2. representatives from the State Employment and Training
Council (SETC) on the Vocational Education State Plan
Committee;

3. committees and special meetings between State vocatfonal_edu-
cation staff and the SETC staff;

4. representatives from SETC on the State Board of the State
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (SOICC).

At the local level, CETA and local education agency agreements
under the Youth Employment and Training Program (YETP) required that
at least 22' percent of the YETP funds for State and local prime
sponsors be spent on programs developed cooperatively between prime
sponsors and local education agencies. These funds must be spent on
in-fichool youth. Services are provided by secondary schools, skill
centers, -community, colleges, community-based organizations,
vocational/techniaal centers, and-various public and private-sector
employers.

OBSTACLES HINDERING IMPLEMENTATION

or
Several obstacles tend to hinder implementing a comprehensive

govdrnmentwide policy on education and work. So'e of these prdblems
are not limited to any one domain -- e.g., labor, education, commerce =-
but tend to cut across several. Problems specific to a given area
also exist, such as'coordination between` vocational education and
CETA. For 'example:

o Organizational differences exist between the two major
Federal and State systems (Labor and Education) involved in the
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education and work enterprise. There is.no formal or account-
able State level administrative function fdr the Department of,
Labor's CETA programs. The State education agency isa key
element in administering education programs. At the local
level, Labor's CETA system is orgfnized by 473 "prime
sponsors" which work with over 12,000 local education
agencies.

o No current, accurate, and reliable labor market data exist.
This deficiency may be corrected by the establishment and.
operation of the National Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and counterpart, State commit-7
tees mandated in the 1976 Amendments to th Vocational
Education Act. NOICC expects to provide mo e general career
and educational information about the world f work for
students, parents, teachers, counselors, and others. These
committees are working to make it feasible for States to use
common occupational definitions-apd terms.

o Laws'' regarding co pulsory school attendance tend to minimize
the time and type f experiences: available to youth interested
in,first-hand work periences.

o Labor unions tend to oppose programs that could displace
full-time, adult workerse Unions also oppose programs in

.

which students provide free labor for the production of goods
and services.

o Teachers and administrators may resist prograis that require
the development ofapecial-dnrriculums. It is ofterl argued
that experiential programs tend to dilute the educational
quality and value of degrees and licenses.

Yet, despite the aforementioned impediments, and the tractWonal
sepamteaaaa_of education and the private sector, the coordination of.,
education and work is improving, because economic, reality demands the
need for doordination between the educational and employment
communities.

RELATED ISSUES
-4

Vocational education teachers and the impact of science and tech-
nology on education for work are related issues in any discussion of
the interaction of education and work.

t

Vocational Teachers

,Vocational teachers at the secondary level are required bY most
States to hav substantial experience in the world of work befpre
assuming a,telkching role. This is not necessarily true at the)
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postsecondary level, although many teachers in community colleges and
technical institutions_do'have considerable indtrial experience.

Comprehensive systems of preservice and inservice education for
teachers exist in the United States. Preservice training is primarily
the 'responsibility of colleges and universities. Extensive inservice
programs in most States are conducted jointly by colleges., State edu-
catin agencies, and local, education agencies.

f
Many teachers receive work sabbaticals during tHe summer months.

In general, teachers' associations have,been quite active as-proponents
of Federal and State legislation which fosters the interaction of edu-
cation and work. Most notable is the American-Vocational Association
'(AVA), which includes nearly 50,000 teachers among ita magbers. .The
AVA has been active both in. drafting legislative alternatives, and in
advocating new laws or modifying older' laws to aid teachers and
education.

P

Science and Technology

Since the 950's the United States has been deeply concerned
boUt the inadequacies cif science education at the elementary and
secondary levels. While the current and direct- -impact Of science and
technology on education and productive work isunclear, certain tech-
nologies are now coming into uge'which can be'aipected to have impor-
tant positive consequences. For example, interactive computer-based
instruction is rapidly growing. PLATO, developed by theDepartment of
Education and the National Science Foundation, is a worldwide system
with thousands of interactional programs'. It is widely used by
individuals, colleges and universities, and the Armed Forces to teach
a spectrum of programs -- from small engine repair to graduate-level
courses in veterinary medicine. To have access to these programs
students need only a terminal and a telephone. Instructors may be
contacted directly by the student to clarify any aspect of the program
content.

=Synchronous orbiting satellites are.already in place for low-
energy communication. However, these satellites-require sophisticated
ground stations and retransmission networks. The advent of the space
shuttle will enable the United States and cooperating nations to place
in stationary orbit high-powered communication equipment capable of
broadcasting.hundreds of programs directed to individual television
receivers. All that would be required to operate a TV receiver would
he a small wind or water generator (one similar that in an auto), a
small wire mesh parabolic antenna about 3 feet in diameter, and an
ordinary TV set.with a tuner and preamplifier capable of -receiving ,the
expanded number of channels. One complete system could be manufac-
tured and marketed for well untrer $1,000. Any individual with modest
electronic knowledge could easily fabricate such a system around the
basic TV set of today.
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The social consequences of such instant communication are
obvious: A broad spectrum of programs in basic health care, agri-
cultural sciences, and general technology could be as readily
available to the least developed communities as programs in high tech-
nology and cultural exchange would be to the most advanced.

SUMMARY

The United States has had a rich variety of experiences in
addressing the employment preparation needs of youth and adults. It

has made constant adjustments in vocational education through
.legislation. Enrollments haves expanded and expenditures at all levels
have increased, yet programs have been effected _detrimentally by
inflation.

Continuou4coordination among a variety of agencies and organiza-
tions in both the public and private sectors are helping to promote
linkages among those offering vocational education and those providing
training and employment. r-

Wbile certain obstacles exist which hinder the implementation of

a strong policy of education and work to aCcomplfsh the goal of pre-
paring youth and adults for joha', the tradicional,-separate between
education and the private sector is breaking down, and th coor-
dinatipn of education and work is growing: \

America is in a time of transition In tems of'education and /

work.' Because of the Nation's rich history...Wad progress, it looks to
an optimistic future. This future will require rethinking and
rededication.

4
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APPENDIX A -- NATIONAL ADVISORY,COMMITTEES*

,Advisory Committee ooh Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility

Advisory CouncilCouncil on ependents';Education

Advisory Council on Developing Institutions.

Advisory Council on Education Statistics

Advisory Council on Financial Aid To Students

Advisory Panel on Financing Elementary and Secondary Education

Asbestos Hazards School Safety Task Force

Board of Advisors to the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
. Education

COnnission on the Review of the Federal Impact Aid Program
.

Community Education Advisory Council_

MN.leral Education Data Acquisition Council

Intergovernmental Advisory Councon Education

National Advisory Committee on Black Higher E ucation and Black
Colleges and Universities

.National AdvisorzCouncil for Career Education

National Advisory Council on Adult Education

National Advisoiy Council on Bilingual Education

National Advisory Council on Ethnic Heritage Studies

1Calonal Advisory _Cioqncil on Extension and Continuing Education

National Advisory Counc on Indian Education
. [)

National Advisory Councf-8irthe Education of Disadvantaged Children,

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

NationarAdvisory Council on Women's Educational Programs

National Center,for Research in Vocational Education Advisory Council

Panel for the Review of Laboratoiy and Center' Operations

*Active during 1980: )
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APPENDIX B -- SELECTED REFERENCES: 1979 AND 1980

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

Council on Environment 1 Quality and the Department of State. The
Global 2000 Repor to.the President. Washington, DC: U.S.r.\_

Governmea-Printing Office, 1980.

3

National Commission for Employment Policy -- Fifth Annual Report to
the President and the Congress. Expanding Employment Opportunities
for Disadvantaged Youth. Report No. 9'. Washington, DC: U.S.

Governnent Printing Office, 1979.

National ience Foundation. National Patterns of Research and
. Develo me Resources, Funds, and Manpower in the United States,

1953-1978. Washington, DC: National Science Foundation, 1980.

National Science Foundation and the Department of Education. Science_
and Engineering Education in the 1980's and Beyond (NSF 80-78).
Washington, DC: National Science Foundation, 1980.

e

National Science Foundationt Office of Program Integration,
.-' Directorate-for Science gducation. What Are the Needs in

Precollege Science, Mathematics, and Social Science Education?
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.

U.S. Commissioner of Education. Task Force oGlobal Education. //c

Report With Recommendations. Washington, DC: Office of Education,
October 1979.

\

U.S. Congress. House of Representative Committee on Education and
Labor. Subcomittee On Elementary, Secondary 4nd Vocational

(k Education. Foresight Hearings on Future Trends in Elementary and
Secondary Education. April 25 and 260 1079. Washington, DC: U.S.

Government Printing Office, 1979.

. Needs of Elementary and Secondary Education in the 1980's.

January 1980. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,

0 198

,U.S. Departmenj of Educat on. Annual Evaluation Report on-Pro r

Administered .121 the U. )Office of Education, Fiscal Year 978.

Washington, DC: U.S. Goiernment Printing Office; 1907-

. 1980 Annual -Report. Washington, DC: U.S. Government7Printing
Office, 1980.

s,

. Catalog of 'Federal Education AssistancerP;ograms. Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980.



. Educational ProgramsThat Work, A Resource of Exemplary
Educational Programs:Developed 11. Local School Districts and
Approved the Joint Dissemination Review Panel. Seventh ed.
San Francisco, CA.: Far West Laboratory for EduCationalearch
and Development, fall 1980.

U.S. Department of Education. Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, National Center for Education Statistics. The
Condition of Education, Statistical Report, 1986 Edition, by tncy
Dearman and Valena White Plisko.' Washington, DC: U.S. Govern ent
Printing Office, 1980.-

'Digest of Education Statistics 1980, by W. Vance Grant and
,Leo J. Eiden. Washihtan, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1980. r,

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Office of
Education, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education. Status of
Vocational Education in 1978. Washington, DC:- U.S. Government --
Printing Office, 1980.

U.S.'Departmedt of Labor, Employment and Training Reportoof the
President. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office; 1979.

a

;ON-GOVERNMENT1gUBLICATION

.
Andersen, Charles J., Comp. 1.8d Fa{ Book for Academic Adminia- //

tratois. ashington, DC: American Council on Education, 1980.,
a Data dra from government and private tources are presented.in',

figures a tables that emphasize trends and relationships in
American hi her education. The'volume contatAssixssections:
deMographic and economic,data; enrollment data; data on
institutUnn; data on faculty and staff; student data; and
earned degrees datat Updated annually; 9'

Astin, Alexande W. and Scherrei, Rita A. Maximizing Leadership
Effectiveness. Impact of Administrative Style on Faculty and
Students. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1980. ;

The effect of-the managerial style .of a college's administrative
teamad student and faculty behaviors is examined, based on a
5-year nationwide study of 49 colleges aneunl.versities.

Barth, Roland S. Run Seim
press, 1980.

A former principals
app roach to solvine
'needs of society.

al Run._ Cambridge, MA: Halyard University

draws updn,hia.experiences and gives his
pioblems created by the diverse values and
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Blumberg, /Arthur and Greenfield, William. The Effective Principal:
- Perspectives on School Leadership. Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon,

Inc., 1980.

Based on in-depth interviews, the authors discuss charac-
teristics and leadership traits required of the building.prin-
cipal to be an effectiVe administrator.

\-

Bowen, Howard R. The Costs of Higher Education. Sdn Francisco, CA:
Jossey-Bass, 1980.

The first definitive analysis of how much Amer can colleges and
universities actually spend to educate their students, and how
wmuch they should spend, is'praVided, based on official data from
government.sources and from the American Association of 0

/University Professors. _/
, .

0

Carnegie Co uncil on Policy Studies in H igher Education. A Sumfitary of'

Reports and Rdcammendatians.. San FranoiscO, 'Jossey-Bass,
1980.

A report of he work of the Carnegie Council from 1974 to 1989
with summaries ,of thd Council's 15 policy reports and 38 spon-
s6red Research and technical reports. Issues include the
Federa role in postsecondary education, tulqon, affirmative

"71 action, the State role, collectian bargaining, admissions, and
1 private education: -

., Three Thousand Futures: The Next Twenty Years for Higher
Education. San ,Francisco,rancisco, CA: JosseBass,1980j,

Issties 'of concern to. hig-her, education professionals, such as:

enrollment,"tax policy,'and InstitutionalcamPeiition'are
reviewed, and courses 'of, action to be taken by institutions,
states, and the Federal%povernment areexamined.

A .'

Ce4ra, John A. Determining Facdlty Effectiveness. Assessing
Teachi4g, 'Research, and.Service for Personnel Decisions and
Improvenlent. Sdh 1rancisco,4A:7-3asbey-Bass, 1979.:

1 Assessment af'classroom teaching, schofarship'and- research,

.pubXic service, and student d4vising are ekamined in the
research-based guide in determining faculty effectiveness.
Emphasis on-educational accountability is noted.

,Conrad, .Wifi'on'F..and Wyer, Jean C. Liberal Education in Transition.
AAflE-ERIC/Higher Education Research Aepoit No. 3. Washington, DC:
American Association.jor Higher gducation, 1980i. (EkIC DocumAt

. 1 Reproduction gervite:No. ED 183 124.) sip

.

- 1 , Pressures and .competing forces on American liberal education,
and how liberal eduPatibn will meet the demands of sivaents;Of

.

the 1989's and beyond; are addressed inthis review of the .

l
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Feather, Erin, ed. Through the 80s: Thinking Globall , Acting
. Locally, Washington, DC: Worra-Future Society, 1980.

11
'Book included several essays on education taken fr m papers
submitted by futurists 'to the First Global Confer nce on the
Future held in Toronto, Canada, July 1980.

,

Frances, Carol. The Short-Run Economic Outlook for Higher Education.
Washington, DC: American Council on Education, 1980. i .

-,An examination of the short-run,outlook for the economy and its
probable effect on colleges and universities,is presented; also
discussed are recommendations for developing improved economic
outlook information for higher education management.

Gappa, Judith M. and Uehling, Barbara S. Women in Academe: Steps to
Greater Equality. AAHE-ERIC/Higher Education Research Report, No.
1. Washington, DC: American Association for Higher Education,
1979. (ERIC Document Reproduction. Service No. ED 169'873.)

The literature on women in higher education is gathered into a
conceptual unit and related to the higher education enterprise.
Various causes of inequities are identified and recommendations
are developed to increase more equitable treatment of academic
women.

Harcleroad, Fred F. Accreditation: History, Process, and Problems.
AAHE-ERIC/Higher Education Research Report No. 6. Washington,, DC:
American Association for Higher Education, 1980. (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. HE 013 547.)

A historical framework within which the pieces of the accredita-
tion debate have been forged is developed. The connotation of
such concepts as "eligibility," "approval," and "accreditation"
are explored and relpt exemplary cooperative arrangements
between'States and accrediting associations are cited.

Jedamus, Paul and Peterson, Marvin W., eds.' Improving Academic
Management: A Handbook of Planning and Institutional Research.
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1980.

Attention is irected in this guide to the impaCt of current:
changes ,in t external environment on higher education and the
implications f these changes for institutional research and

.

planning. Is ues such as political trends, demographic trends,
and master, plans are discussed.

Kaplan, William A: The Law of Higher Education,-1980. -San Francidco,
CA: Jossey-Bass, 1980.

et

Designee to be used with "The Law of Higher Education, 1978,.
this book-serves as a reference to current legal issues, as well
as to primary and secondary materials concerning higher educa-
tion law.
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Levine, Arthur. When Dreams and Heroes Died. A Portrait of Today's
College Student. SaFrancieco, CA: JosseiliaTintOTO.

Information from national suryeys'of,over 95,000 undergraduates
during the 1960's and 1970's, a.study of institutional policies
regarding students at 586 colleges, and, interviews with. gtudept

:leaders are gathered in this Carnegie Council- supported study to
provide a picture of today's student.

Maddaus, George, Aarasib, Peter, and Kellaghen, The as. School

Effectiveness: A Reassessment of the Evidence. New York, NY:
I-McGraw-Hill, 1980. - f

The authors discuss he concepts and issues growing out of the
large-scal school'effectiveness student's,(Coleman and Jencks
report4) a give insights into the problems associated with the
assessment o ichoolfng within the realities of the education
environment. Study supported'by carnegie Corporation.

Mayville, Wiliam V. Federal Influence on Higher Education Curricula.
AAHE-EC/Higher Education Research Report No. 1. Washington, DC:
American Association for Higher Education, 1980. (ERIC Document
.Reproduction Service No. ED 187 221. ?'

Direct and indirect influences of Federal action on the higher
education curriculum are described in an effort to better
comprehend the process by which educational policy decisions are
reached by the Government and what institutions of higher eduCa-
tion have to do with this process.

Mortimer, Kenneth P. and Tierney, Michael L. The Tbree "R'e4if the
Eighties: Reduction, Reallocation, and Retrenchment. AARE-ERIC/

Higher Education Research Report No. 4. Washington, DC: American
Association for Higher Education, 1979. (ERIC Doe went

.

'oReprtiduction Service No. ED 172 642.)

Alternatives to the prospects-of declining enroll enes and
diminishing resources are dicussed in this liter re review.
Survival is shown to be dependent upon how insti utions react
now in planning for reductions in their growth rate and,budget
base, how theyhantdle internal program reallocation, and how
they involve the faculty in developing redistribution and/or
reduction schedules. ,

National Commission on outh. The Transition of Youth to Adulthood:

A Bridge'Ttio Long. B lder, CO: Westview Press, 1980. 6

A comprehensive repo "t with recommtnditiOns for bridging the
transition from yout to adulthood. Stresses importance of
creating new environm nts and new golicies for youth.
Suggestions made for building new telationships among family,
school and private sector, and Government and voluntary
agencies. )
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Patterson, Lewis D. Survival Through Interdependence. AAHE-8RIC/
Higher Education 'Research Report No. 10. Washington, DC: American
Assdciation for Higher-Education, 1979. (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 183 116.)

Various forms of interinstitutional cooperation_are-reviewed,
their purposes examined, and
Attention is directed toward
external relations, benefits
cooperation in the future.

the cost benefits analyzed.
factors considered in analyzing
besides costs, and the role of

A Program for Renewed Partnership.' Theleport.of the Sloan Commission
on Government and Higher 'Education. Cambridge, MA: Ballinger
Publish g, .T.Sble from ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 184 497.)

The influence of the Federal Government on postsecondary instf%
tutidns is.reviewed_in terms of regulations, funding, research:
,,support, etc.

R
iesman David. On Higher Education: .The Academic Enterprise ingan
Era of Rising Student Consufterism. 7§-e7 Francisco Ck:
Jossey-Bass, 1980.

The rapid growth of student consumerism in higher education is
examined, including increased litigation against colleges by ;
students and expanded Federal efforts to protect student
interests by regulating institutions. The consequences on
teaching and learning of the escalating competition for student
customers is also analyzed.
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Figuri2...Expenditures for.education; health, and defense as a percent of the
gross national prriduct: United States, 1949 to 1978
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Figure 3: --Number of local public school systems: United States, 1945-46 to 1979.80
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Figure 4.Eproilment in institutions of higher education)* sex, age, and attendance status: United States,
fall 1969 and fall 1979
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SOURCES (1) U.S, Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Opening (Fall) Enrollment in Higher
Education. (2) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Ctirrew Population Reports, School Enroll-
ment Social and Economic Characteristics of Students, Series P20.
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Figure 6. --Level of school completed by persons 25 ars old and over: United States, 1910 to 1980
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Table 1. --Revenue receipts of public elementary and secondarrschoois from Federal, State,
. and local sources: United State, 1919-20 to 1978-79

-

Sehoo Lear Total

.

Federal
-

,

State- ,_

-
Local

tincludi,ng
inter-

mediate/'

.

Se 1100! oar total_
`

_Federal

1.

State-

Local

i-I ncludilig
trter-

mediate /'.

1 1 2 ? 1 2
..,

3 4 5

'

1919 20
1929-30 . .

1939-40 .

1941.42
1943.44. .. .

1945 46
1947.48
1949-50 .

1951 52
1953-54

1955 56 .

1957.58 ,

1959.60
1961-62 .

1963=64 .

1965'66
1967.68
1969.70
1971.72 , .

1973-74

1975 -7E,
1977 78 .

1978-79

AMOUNT IN'THOUSAND§,OF DOLLARS
1919.20
1929-30 .
193%40 .
1940-42
1 3.4 .

1946.46.
1947.49
1949
1951=52
1953-54

1955.56
1957-58 .

1959.60.
1961-62
1963.61 .

1965-68 .

1967-88
1969-70
1971-7/
1973.74

,..
1975-76 .,'.
1977.78 .

1978 -79

.

. .

. .

--,
t.

.

. . .

.

. .

.

. .

. .

. .

. . .

. .

. . .

. .

. .

. .

, .

.

.

,'.f
.

.

. . .

. . .

. .

- .
. .

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION,
S 970,120

2,088,552
2,260,527
2,416,580
2,604,322

3,059,845
4,311,534
5,437,044-
6,423,816
7,866.852

9,686,677
12,181,513
14,746,618'
17,527,707
20,544,182

25,356,858
31,903,064
40,266,923
50,003,645
58,230,892

71,206,073
291,443,160
88,056,097

$ 2,475
7,334

39,810
34,305
35,886

41,378
120,270
155,849
227,711
355,237

441.442
486,484
651,639
,760,975
896,956k

1,996,954
2,806,469
3,219;557
4,467,969
4,930,351

6,318,345
22694,104

594,493

$ 160,085
353;670
684,354
759,993
859,183

1,062,057
1,676,362
2,165,689
2,478,596
2,944,103

3,828,886
4,800,368
5,768,047
6,789,190
8,078,014

9,9213,219
12,275,536
16,062,776
19,133,258
24,113,409

=

31.776,101
235.013,266
40,245,891

$ 807,561
1,727,553
1,536,363
1,622,281'
1,709,253

1,954§,409
2,514,902
3,115,507
3,717,507
4,567,512-

5, 16,3506661
8, 26,932
9,977,542

11,569,213

13,439,686
16,821,063
20,984,589
26,402420
29;187.132
r-

33,111,627
38,735,700
39,216,613

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
00.0

11: 0

14
1000
100 0
1000
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100 0'
100.0

0.3,
.

.4 ,
-1.8

1.4
1.4

1.4
2.8
2.9
3.5

_ ..5

/ 4.6
4.0
4.

.

4.4

7.9
8.8
8.0
8.9
8:5

13.9
29.4

9.8

16.5
16.9
30.3
31.4
33.0

34.7
38.9
39,8
38.6
37.4

39.5
39.4
39.1
38.7
39.3

39.1
38.5
39,9
38.3
41.4'

4476-48:9-
43.0
45.7 --

83.2
82.7
68.0

-' 67.1
65.6

63.9,
58.3/
57.3
57.8
58.1

55.9
56.6
'56.5
56.9.k
-56:3,

53.0
52.7, '
52.1
52.8
5011

47.6
44.5

.

I Includes a refatively small amount from nongovernmental sources (gr s and tuition and t ansportatiOn
fees from patrons). These sources accounted for Q.4 percent of total revenue receipts in 1967-68

,2Qata revised since originally published

NOTE.-Beginning -in. 1959 60, includes Alaska and Hawaii. Because of rounding, details may not add
t o !totals

SOURCES' U.S. Department -of Education, National°Center for Education Statistics, Statistics of State
School Systems; and Revenues and Expenditures fey Public Elementary and Secondary

ducation, 1977-78 and 1978-79.
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Tab1B 2.- -Total and pepbpil expenditures of public elementary and secondary schools:
United States, 1919-20 to 1978-79

School year

1

lac

1919-20
1929-30
1939-40
1949-50 . .

1959-60 . .

1961-62 . .

1963.64
196 -66

1969-7
1971-72
1973 -74
1975-76
1979-78
1978-79

Expenditures for public tchools (in_thousands.of-dollars) -
.

Expenditure per
lotipilitraVerage
daityattendance

C*1(00

Current
expenditures

for
day schools

Current
expenditures

for other
programs'

Capital
outlay Interest

3 4 5 6

$ 861,120 $ 3,277 $ 153,543 $ 18,212
1,843,552 9,825 370,878 92,536
1,941,799 13,367 257,974 130,909
4,687,274 35,&14 1,014,176 100,578
12,329,389 132,5 2,661,786 469,514
14,729,270 1 2,862,153 587,823
17,218,446 427,528 -&977,976 701,044
21,053,280 648,304 3,754,862 791,569
6,877,162 866,419 4,255,791 977,810,

34,217,773 635,803 4,659,072 1,170,782
41,817,782 4 395,3 1 9 4,458,949 1,378,236
50,924,638
62,054,1,05

4 453 , 2
4

553, 9
4

'
978 976,/\p46,435

1,513,534
1,846,384

73,058,023 58 82 5,245,161 1,952,400
78.951,240 ,454 5,448,035 1,954,886

'Includes expenditures for adult education, summer sch cammuruw_collers, and cOmmune.ty services (when separately
.. reported). .

_ __ _ _

lIncludes curre4expenditures for day schools, capital outlay, and interest on schooNebt. "
3lncludes day schobt.expenditures only; excludes current expenditures for other programs.
4 Excludes data for adult education and community colleges.

NOTE .-8ego nning in 1959-60, includes Alaska and Hawaii. 8ecause of rounding, details may not add to totals.4 . .
SOURCES U S Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Statistics of State School Systems, and

- Digest of Education Statistics, 1981.
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Table 3.Currentfifhd revenue of institutions of higher education, by control of institution
and by source of revenue: United States, 1978-79

(Amounts in thousands of dollars)

Source

1

'Total currantfund revenue

Tuition and fees from students

Federal GoVernment

State governinents

Local governments

Private gifts, grants, and contracts

Endowment income

Sales and services .

Other sources

Current:fu_nd j_eyenue, by contibt.oi institution

Public and private Public 4' Private

Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount terOiant

3 4 5 6 7

$51,837,789 100.0. $34,527,476 100A $17,310,313 100.0

10,704,171 20.6 4,380,567 12.7 6,323,6(54 36.5
7,851,326 15.1 4,539,102 13.1 3,312,224 19.1

16,363,784 31.6 16,018,102 464 345,682 2.0'

1,573,018 3.0 1,461,412 4.2 111,607 .6"
a

2,489,366 4.8 835,892 2.4 1,653,475 9.6

985,242 1.9 153,624 .1, 831,0El: 4.8

10,541,892 20.3 6,455,441 18.7,1 4,086,451 23.6

1,328,991 2.6 683,338 2.0 645,653

Generally includes only those revenues associated with major federally funded research and development centers.
2 Less than 0.05 percent.

NOTE.Because of rounding, details may not add to totals.

SOURCE U.S Department of Ectucation, National Center
Education, Fiscal Year 1979.

a

Education Statistics, Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher

4.
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Table 4. --Governmental expenditures for education and for all purposes:
United States, 1972-73 So 1978-79

Fiscal year
Total

expenditures
(in

Expenditures for education

Amount,
tin Parc of t 1,al

1 2 3 4

1973.74 480,073 '81,653. 17.01974.75 556,339 95,011 17.11975.76 630,144 '0 1110,283 17.0'4976.77 680,329 110,643 1.6.3
1977.78 745,438 118,750 15.91978.79 ......... 832,385 129,427(- 15.5.

'includes Federal expenditbres for the transition quarter July 1-September 30, 1976 when the Federal
fiscal year was adjusted under PA_ 93 344,

NOTE Includes expenditures of Pederal State, and local governments

SOURCE U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, reports or Governmental Finances.

Ala\
-r . .

Ta 5.-- Gross national Product related to total expenditures' for education:
i. tfiiited States, 1929-30 to 1978-79

,

Calendar
year

Gross
national
product
_ (in*

millions)

School
year

.

Expencfitures for education

Calendar
year

,

.

Gross
national
Product

(In
millions)

School

. year

Expenditures for education
,

Total fin
thousands)

.

-4

'Asa
Penitant,

national
product

Total fin
thousands)

AS a
percent

of *on
national
product

. 1 2 .3 4 . 5 1 7 3 5
1929 . . ..
1931
1933 .

1035..
,

1937 . ..
193 9' .
1941
1943,..

1945
1947
1949 .

1951

..

.

.

$103,400
. 76,100
*55,800
72,500

90,700
90,800

124,900
192,000

212,300
232,757
258.023
330,183

.

1929.30
1931.32
1933.34
1935.36

1937-3
1939-40
1941.42
1943-44

1945.46
1947.48
1949.50
1951.52

$ 3.233.601
2,466,464 -
2,294,896
2,649.914

.
, 31.794

3, 3
3,203,548
1,522.007

,

4,187,597
6,574,379
8,795,635

11,312,446

3,1 .

3.9' .

4,1
3.7 -

3.3
3.5
2.6
1.8

.

2.0
2.8'
3.4
3.44.
;

1953
1955
1957 . ..
1959

1961 .
1963 ..
1965
1967

1969.
1971
1973 ..
1975 .

1977 ...
1978

...
,

.

.. .
.

. .

. .

.

.

.

$ 366,129
399,266
442,755
486,465

523,292
- 594,738

688,110
796,312

935,541
1,063,436
1,366,554
1,528,833

1,899,508
2,156,000

1953.54
1955.56
1957.58
1959.60

1961-62
1963.64
1965.66
1967.68

1969-70
1971.72
1973.74
1975.76

1977.78
1978.79

$ 13,949.876
16,811:65
21;119,565
24,722,464

, 29,366,305
, '36,010,210

45,397,713-
67,213,374

70,400,980
82,999,062
98,512.847

'121,603,841
. v

140,367563
152,1'27,2E2

3.8
4.2
4.8

1

5.6
6.1
6.6
7.2

r 7.5
7.8
7.5
8.0 ;

7.4
7.1

el
Includes expenditures of public and private schools at all levels of 'education (elementary, secondary, and higher'.
Revisea since originally published

NOTE.-Beginning with 1959-60 school year, includes Alaska and Hawaii.

SOURCES 11) U S Department of Education, National Center fur Education Statistics, Stetistics of State School Systems,
Revenues and Expenditures for Public Elementary and Secondary Education.1977-78.frinancial Statistics of Insti-
tutions of Higher Education, and tpublished data (2) U Oepartment of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
.Surig!

n

of Current Business, January 1976, July 1979, and January 1980. .
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Table 6. Selected statistics for public elementary and secondary schools:
Urtited States, fall 1974 and fall 1979

Item Fall 1974 Fall 1979 -
Percentage

change. $

1974 to 1979
ofr---

1 2 3 4 ,.

Local hoof districts:
To al . . .

Operating
Nonoperating

_

Schools1:
Total

,

Elementary only
Secondary only .
Combined elementary and secondary . . ...... . . . .

--,-..,NSpecial education schools for the handicapped

.,

Enrollment: ,, .

Total ,

Kindergarten through grade 8
Grades 9.12 and postgraduate . 4.

.

Percent of total enrollmen in elementary schools
Porcent'of total enrollment secondary schools

16,598 15,929 3.9

16,239
329

15,625
304

- 3.8
". .7.6,

88,695 ,,
'

87,004

AK.

1.9

61,759
23,837

1,860
' 1,239

. (2)
(2)
() 0
(2) ,

41,578,665 7.7 .
10,920,873

. 14,132,399
27,844,432
13,694,233

-9.8
., -3.1 .

. 68.6 ,
31.4

67.1
32 9.

Classroom teachers:
Total teachers, full-time nil part-time (full-ti)eqinvalent) .

Pupilteacher ratio:
All schools $.

ublic high school graduates
t Total graduates of regular day school programs v

Boys ...."""-------......Girls

Dther programs
High school equivalency certificates

\

2,165,538

,

2,180,504 0.7

,

.

..

20.8 19.1 .

2,763,314 2,817,244 2D

1,362.,565,362.,565
1,400,749

1,379,046
1,438,198

,. ,7
12
2.7

40,204
186,410

37,397
375,132

/ 7D
1012

. "

Whe her grades 7 and 8 are co ted as "elementary" or secondary" depends on the structure of the local school system.
2 Da not available. )
3 Data for previous'schoolyeir.

IP
e

SOURCE U S Department of Eglucation, National Center for Educatiori Statistics, Statisticseof Public Eleirientary and Secon-
dary Day Schools, Fall 1975 and Fall 1979 (in process); and unpublished data.

A
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Table 7. --Enrollment in educational institutions, by level of instruction and type...

United States, fall' 1978 and fall 1979'

tin thousands)

6,5

Level of instruction and type of control

1

TOSal elementary, secondary, and higher education

Public
Private .

.3
Krpergarten-grade 12 (regular and other schools)"

Regtlar public schools
Regular private schools.
,Other public schools .

Other private schools

Kondergartergrade 8 (regular and other schools)"

Reglilar public schools
Regular private schools. .

Other public'schodls
Other private schools

Grades 942 (regular and other schools)"

. .

,
. Regular public schools

Regular private schools .

Other public schools
Other p'rivate schools .

Higher education (total enrellment in colleges, universities, professional
sChOols teachers colleges, and lumor colleges) . . . . .

Public. o
Private .

-

.
,

I 1
The figures for private schbols are estimates derived from changes in the school-age population combined with lonq nge trends
in school enrollment rates .1. . !

2 , .-
'Regular" schools include schools which are.) part of State akflif/ocal school systems and also most nonprofitmaing rivate elemen-

G tart' and secondary sctools, both church affiliated anffnonsectarian "Other" Schools include subcollegiate depatiMen s of institutions
of higher education, residential schools fOr exCeptional children, Federallichools for Indians, and Federal schoolson Iitary posts

'' and,other Federal mstallaticrns. . _

of Control:-

q i

NOTE -Fall enrollment is usuplly smaller than school-year enrollment, since the latter is a cumulati,ve figure that includes students

i
, wha enroll atany time during the year

SOURCES Department of Education, National Center for'Edutation Statistics, Statistics of Public Elementary end S condary--,,
4. .

r
a Schools, Fall 1,979,, Fall Enro117ent in Higher Education, 1979, and estimates of the Nation& Center fOr ucation

. 4 Statist ics. . .. ,
1. 1,, .. .. 1

00
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Table 8,-- Enrollment of 3-, 4-, 1n3 5-year-old children in preprimary programs, by age and by type of program:
United States, October 1978 and October 1979

[Numbers in thousands]

Enrollment status
and

type of program

October 1978 October 1979

TOta.I

3-5 years
old

3 years

old
4 years

old
5 years

Old

Total
3.5 years

'old
3 years

old
4 years

old
8yeart
old

J.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Enrollment status

Total population

Percent , .....
Enrolled
Not enrolled in these

programs

Type of program

Total enrolled

Nursery school

Public

Private.

A
K mdergar ten

Public

Private.

9,110 3,023 3,028

100.0

- 50.3

49.7 .

160.0
,or

25.1

74.9

100.0

3,060 9,119 3,025 3,070 3,024

100.0 loo`o 100.0 100.0 100.0

43.4

56.6

82.1

17.9

51°.1

48.9

24.6

75.4

45.4

54.6

83.5

1615

4,584 759 1,313 2,512 4,664 746 1,393

1,822 737 980 105 1,862 725 1,023

2,525

114

585.
1,237

225
511

307:

673
52
53

633
1,228

216

5Q9

359
664

58
56

2,762 23 333 2,406 2,802 t 20 370 2,411

2,296
466

8

15

226
107

2,062
344

2,381
421

16

5

247
123

2,119
293

NOTE Data exclude 5-year -olds enrolled at the primary level and 6-year-olds in preprimary.programs Because of rounding,
details may not add to totals

SOURCE U S Department of Commerce. Bureau ofthe Census, unpublished data from the Curient Population Surveys
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Table 9.Enrollment in grades 9-12 in public and private
schools compared with population 14-17 years of age:

United States, 1889.90 to fall 1979

6chdol
year

Enro Iment, grades 9-12'

. All
schools

Public
,schools

Private

Schools

2 3 4 ti

1889.90. . '359,949 '202,963 t" '94,931
1899-1900 . . . , 699,403N '519,251 31V,797
19909.10 1,115,398 '915,061
1919.20 2,500,176 '2,200,386 '213,920
1929-30 . . .... 4,864,255 34.399,02 3.4 341,158

1939 -40. 7,1 23,009 6,635,337 487,672
1941-42 ' 6,933,265 6,420,544 V2,7 21
1943-44 . 6,030,617 5,584,656 445,961
1945-46 . . 6,237,1 33 5,664,528 .572,605

1947.48 6,305,168 .5,675,93i 629,231

1949.50 '6,453,009 5;757,810 695,199
1951.52 . . . 6,596,351' 5;917,384 678,967
1953-54 7,108,973 6;330,565 778,408
1955-56 . . 7,7 74,975 6;917,790' 857,185
1957-58 . . . . . 8,869,186' 7;906,469 '963,717'

1969-60 9,599,81& 8,531,454 1,068,356
1961.52 . 10,7 68,972 9,616,755 1;152,217
Fall 1963. 12,255,496 113,935,536 4 ;319,960
Fall 1965 13,020,823 11,657508 /1,i61,015
Fall 1969 14,418,301 13,084,301 51,r 334,000 ,

Fall 1971 15,226,000 13,886,000 5 1,340,000
Fail 1973 15,476,526 14,141,526 51,335,930

.Fall 1975 15;804.098 14,369.098 51,455,000
Fall 1977 15,820,000 1.4,365,000 61,515,000

Fall 19797 . 15,301,000 13,756,000.
51,545,000

9
.4!

6

-

PopulatiOn
14.17 years

of age'

5,354,653
6,152,231
7,220,298
7,735,841
9,341,221

9,720,419
9,749,000
9,449,000
9,056,000
8541,000

8,404,768
8516,000
8,861,000
9,207,000

10,t39,000

11,1 54,879

1 2,046,000
13,492,000
14,145,000
15,550,000

16,279,000
16,745,000-1
16,932,009
016,782,000

16,276;000

' Unless otherwise ndicaled, includes enrollment in subco legiate departments of
instsfutions of higher education and in residential schools for exceptional children.
Beginning in 1949-50, also includes 'Federal schools.

'Includes all persons residing in the'United States, but excludes Arme,d Forces overseas.
Oats from the decennial censuses have been used when appropriate. OiQi figures are
Bureau of the Cenius estimates as of July 1 preceding the Qpening of the school year.

'Excludes enrollment in subcollegiatie departments of institutions of higher education and
in residential schools for exceptiona children.

'Data for 1927-28.
Estimated

6 Revised estimate.
7 Preliminary data.

NOTE.Beginning in 1959.60, includes Alaska and Hawaii.

SOURCES U S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
Statistics of State School Systems; Statistics of Public Elementary and
Secondary Day tchools; Statistics of Nonpublic Elementary and Secondary
Schools, and unpublished data:
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Table 10. - Enrollment in vocational education prOgrams,1)
(iblifype of program and by level: United States and outfyingareas,

1978.79

.

Type of Program Total Below grade 11 Grade 11.12 Postsecondary.
Adult

(long.term)
Adult

(short-term)

$
Total 17,268,042 4,977,571 5,463,235 2,027,510 972,790 3,806,936

1 --I
Agriculture 97._1',726 . 364,758 331,680 50,748 22,063 202,477V -

Distribution 942,057 66,210 303,663 , 231,963 57,065 283,156
.

Health 798,520 30,365 90,971 224,593 98,589 .354,002
.

Consumer and
homemaking

r
3,710,246 1,380,630 1,430,556 30,252 47,790 821,018

Occupational
home ecenomics . . . . 589,878 177,235 182,045 66,789 27,477 136,332

kdustrial arts.
',...._

1,683,902
.

1,114,672 551,280
, .

1,309
.'2c5

16,6,16

.
Office occupations . . . 3.469,134 728,713 1,328,475 658,605 204,586 548,755

Technical 0 . 484,076 8,987 18,784 . 310,727 41,497 104,081
.

Nr. .
rade and . /ndustrial 3,436,089 460,108 989,325 404,867 430,848 1,160,941

ther programs 1,182.414 645,893 256,456 47,657 42,850 189,558

1 Includes programs receiving support from the Vocational Education Act.

S UFICE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, A Statistic& Overview of
Vocational Education, September 17, 1980.
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Table 11. -Number of institutions of higher education, by control and type of institution: United States,

1965-66 to 1979-80

r -
Year

All institutions - Pub icly pontrolled privately controlled

Total 4-year 2-year Total 4-year 2-year , , Total 4-year 2-year

..
Excluding branch ea:mum:

196566
196667
1967. 68 ....._.. ......._..._......._._._ ......
1968-69

,
1969-70
1970.71..._» ..)
1 971-72 "
1972.73 -v-
1973-74 .. .............. ___________________

1974.75....__.._.._. -
1975-76

,

..... ....

-

2,230
2.329
2,374
2.483

2,525
2,556
2,606
2,665
2,720

2,747
2.765
2.785
2,826

3,004
2,026
a 046
3,095
3,134

3.151

.

1,551
1.577
1.588
1.619

1.639
1.665
1,675
1,701
1.717

1.744
1,767
1,783
1,808

,

1,866
1,898
1,913N
1.938
1,941

1,957

679
752
786
864

886
891
931
964

" 1,003

1,003
998

1.002
1,018

1,138
1,128
1,133f
1,157,
1,193

1.195

821
880
934

1.011

1,060
1,089
1;137
1,182
1,200

1,214
1,219
1,231
1,241

1,433
1.442
1,455
1,473
1.474

1.471

--
401
403

"414
417

426
435
440
449
440

447
447
452
454

537
545
550
552
550

549

r

420
477
520
594'

634
654
897
733
760

767
772
779
787

896
897
905
921
924

926

1,409
1,449
1,440

1,472

1.465
1,467
1,469
1,483
1,520

-1,533
1,546
1,554
1,585

1.571
1,584
1,5'91

1,622
1,660

1,677

1,150
1,174
1,174
1,202

1,213
1,230
1,235
1,252
1,277

1,297
1,320
1,331
1,354

1,329
1,353
1,363
1,386

..1,391

1,408

259
275
266
270

252
237
234
231
243

236
224
223
231

242
'231
228
236
269

289

.__-__.--.---..._-
197677 _____-.-_-__............_______.
1977-78 .....--_-______________ ..,.. .......-

Inclocting branch campuses: t
1974 75 ..
1 975-76

.............t._____. _____________-_-_
1976-77
1 977-78 ...........t.....................--........
1978-79 '
1979-80

SOURCES. U.S of Ed Gabon, National Canter for Education Stade-
tics unpubltshafd da and special tatxdaborot horn PO &raiment it triner
Educatron and EdFabon Caactorr Calves and Urraraaii

. -98-
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Table 12.--Total;nrollment in institutions of
higher.education compared with population.aged 18-24:

United States, fall" 1963 to fall 1979'

.

Year .

__ Pc.oulation
18.24 years.. .-

of age'

'
Enrollment.

....
;1,f4'vi

'.\ itis )61"Al)0
''', '',''

1
,

2."1 3 -.

i''4.:),...4'.:''S
% '.....i% .`..' Nt %.c

.,44...:..", s.r.*.,.,....

1963 4
1964
1965
1966
1967

1968
1969
1970.
1971 .

1972

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

1978
19,79

. .

..

...

.

,

. . . . .....

r

.

1

-
.

).

,.

18,268,000
18,783,000
20,293,000
21,376,000
22.327,000

22,883,00d
23,723,000
24,687,000
25,779,000
25,91 3,000

26397,000
26,91 6,000
27,605,000
28,163,000
28,605,000

28,971,000
29,285,TO

4,765,867
5,280,020
5,920,864
6,389,872
6,911,748

7,513,091
8 004,660

1
8,580;887
8,948,644
9,214,860-

9,602,123
10,223,729
11,1 84,859
11,012,1 32
11,285,787

11,260,092
11,569,899

,..21.*z,

4At441";,,,.
"'t 4.z.k".;..':

--,....)..k.::..
, tk*? -..k.''. '1. '','''

s '.

....4 A '..

-koz.;:.::::8
.....":...f ''...

"4..-...". ..(4."..;=.:.;...

= A. ''':",
.::. v.,

.. ,

.4 4\,

.
;

''''-
.4.4'..1.-,. 4/,',....",....',.. , ... 4

>..,..
'#4"

..1.....\r:39i5
... ,

Bureau of the Census estimatesas of July 1 preceding the opening of the academic year Includes
Armed Forces overseas,

NOTE.While 18 to 24 is frequently considered to be the usual age for college attendance.
an increasing number of student's in recent years have been outside this age
group. According to a sample survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census in
October 1979,2.7 percent of the students Were udder :18.45 7 percent,,18 to 21
15.8 percent, 22 to 24; afte145.8 percent, 25 Of Over ,

SOURCES: (1) U.S. bepartnvnt of Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
Fall Enrollment in Higher Education. (2) U S. Depatemen't of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Current Population RepoN nes P.25, Nos 519,
704,,721., and 870

ss

..
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fable 13.--Enrollment In institutions of highef, education, by age, sex and attendance status of student: United
I States, fall 1969,1974, and 1979

(In thousands)

,

,

Age

-

1

1969).
(Estimatid)

1974
Estimated)

N

, 1979
(Estimated) °

Total

.
Full-
time

Part-

time

.

_

Total
-

F ull

times
Part.

time Total

_,ulli-otal

time
Part-

time

Total..
16 and 17 years ...,.

8004.4
226.4

5499.2
, 214.4

2505.2
12.0

10218.1

301.9
6364,2

265,4
3853.9

'36.5

11508.4
255.2

6815.7
229.2

4692R
26.0

-18 and 19 years . 2444 7 2305 6 139.1___2580.2_2308.1 252.1 2754.8 2434.5 320.3
20 and 21 years 1857.4 1632.6 224.8 2191.1 1828.3 362.8 2260.6 1876.0 384.6
22 to 24 years 1319.2 8181 501.1' 1571.4 961.2 .610.2 1857.3 1144.8 712.5
25 to 29years . , 1013.8 326.0_ 687.8 1621.0 604.8 1016.2 1816.4 654.4 1162J3.,

30 to 34 years. 493021- 98.5' 394.7 808.3 193.6 614.7 1080.8 274.7 80611

35 years and over 649.7 1,04.0 545.7 1164.2 202.8 961:4 - -1483.3 202.1 1281.2

. .
,

. .
I ,

Men 4746.1 3336.0 1410.1 5619.1 3643.2 1975.9 5846.1 3662.5 2183.6

16 and 17 years 112.0 108.3 3.7 141.9 130.1 11.8 104.6 92.3 12.3

18 and 19 years 1317.4 1261.0 56.4 1260.0 1156.6 103.4 1336.2 1189.2' T47.0
'20 and 21 years 1063.6 955.8 107.8 1218.5 1024.5 194.0 1191.9 100,p.0 183.9
22 to 24 years 89L5 _620.7_ _ 270.8 954.1 665.0 289.1 1067.0 71,.7 349.3
25 to 29years 738.6 267.0 ,471:6 1035.7 431.5 604.2 1054.7 422.1 - 632.6
30 to 34 years 1 301.7 65.3 '236.4 470.1 122.2 347.9 559.3 147.0 412.3

'3535 years and over ' ' 321.3 57:9 '263.4 538.8 1-43.3 42575-- 532.4 .. 86.2 446.2

Women c 'N.. 3258.3 2163.2 1095.1 4599.0 2721.0 01878' 5662.3 3153.2 2509,1

16 and 17 ykars 114.4 106.1 8.3 160.0 135.3 ' 24.7 150.¢ 136.9 13.7
46 and 19 years. , 1127.3 1044.6 82.7 1300.2 1151.5 148.7 1418.6 '145;.3 173.3
20 and 21 /bars 793.8 676.8 117.0 972.6 803.8 168.8 71068.0868..,. 200.7
22 to 24 years 427.7 197.4 230.3 6171.3 296.2 321.1 790.3 427.1' 363.2
25 to-29 years

1

275.2 59.0 '216.2 585.3 173,3 4-1..() 761.7 232.3 529.4
30 to 34 years. 191.5 .33.2, 158.3 3382 71.4 266.6:j ,. 5214 127.7 393.8
35 years and over 328.4 46.1 282.3 625.9. 89.5 535.9 950.9 115:9 835.0

NOTE,..Data are for 50 States and the District of Columbia for all years. Because of rounding, details may not add to totals

SOURCES.111 U.S Department of Education, National Center for Education Sj...msticaSe4ning (Fall) Enrollment in Higher
Education. (2) US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the ,Census, -Current Population Repprts, School En.
rollment - Social and Economic Characteristics of Students, Series P.20.

D
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Table 14.Number of teachers in regular elementary and secondary schools, and instructionar staff members in
institutions of higher edecatkm, by level and contiol: United States, 1929-30 to fall 1979 1

.

Level and Control 1929-30 1939-40 1949-50 I 959-60 1969.70 $. .

A.'

.

: s
w i,.,

1 .2 3
.

4 7
,

5

,,,,,00.4.,
.W?

*.,-,

f
`

Elementiryi3
Public .........
Private

Secondary3
Public

. PQvate

Higher education . . ......
Public . . ..... s
Private

.; .

. ...

. .

.

702,524
640957

,461,567

235,094.
213,306
4 21,7 88

84,872
38;305
46,567

640,047
575,200
64,847

330,407
300,277
30,130

116,817

50,013
66,804

. 665,665
589,578
?76,087

36627-7-.577,160
324,093

_242,184

190,353
87,07

102,646

953A31
833,772

2119,659

.

521,1.66--
255,974

281,506
144,541

136,965

1271,467
1,126 A 67

2145,000

..

970,786
896 ,786
274,000

2546,000
2352,000
2194,000"

#

'

./
'''''
';:=,'

..

.....

12

' v
' ''''s..

if tir, , ...,,,,,,..
.

.;

., ., ,, ,
':$

'
.2 !.,, :.,

1

Data for private elementary and secondary scnools are not as complete as those for public schools, consequently, the estimates
for private schools are not as reliable as those for public schools. The testimates are derived from enrollment changes combined
with the long-term trend in pupil-teacher ratios

2Estimated.

3 Excludes subcollegiate departments of institutions of higher education, residential schools for exceptional children, act Federal
schools

4
Data for 1927-28.

5
hicludes full-time and part-time staff with rank of instructor or above, and junior staff such as graduate assistants, who provide
instruction in colleges, universities, and professional schools.

NOTE --Beginning in 1959-60, includes Alaska and Hawaii.

SOURCES U S Department of Education, N9tional Center for Education St tistics, Digeit of Ecli4Cation Statistics: 1981,,
, Projections of EducationStatistics to 1988-89/ and. surveys and esti tes of the National Center for Education

Statistics
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Table 15.-Pupilteacher ratios in public elementary and secondary day schools: United States I 1954 to fall
1979

Fall . I". k& Fall PubitAitiOter ratio

-

1 , 1

1854
1955

1956
1957
1958

4959
1960
11961.

1962

1963

1964
1965

1966

,

_

.

,

r

;

t

, \

.

+

,,, 47

, , .
,;,1

,,

4- #8

',2S.i
,:i 25.5

25.1 v:
;24.7
24.1 -

,-.,;.,,
<,,

+`

-
,-.

...

.
,

,

f

,

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

1972
1973
1974

1975
1976

1977
1978
1979

-

. .

,

,

-
,

23.7 ,,
23.2
22.f
223 f
223

212'
21.3 -

.2b.8
.20.4'
20.3 1

191
Iii.4
19.1

ff
-

SOURCE U.S Detoaritment of EducationeNational Center 9Or Education Statistics, Statistics of Public Elementary and Second-
arp Day ychools1 Fall 1978 and estimates of tt*N tional Center for Education Statistics.
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Table 16--Number of high school graduates, by sex: 1Thited 'States, 1869.70 to
1978.79

School year

1879-0
1879-80
1889-90
1899-1900
19090 0'
1919-20

1929.30
1939-40
1941-42
1943-44
1945-46
1947-48

High school graduates I

1949.50 . .....
1951-52
1953.54
1955.56
1957.58 '
1959-60

1961-62
1963-64
1965-66
1 967-68
1969.70
1971.72

1 973-74
.

1975-76
19 77-78
1978.79'

Includes public and estimated private school graduates.
2
/ncludes preliminary public school data,

Boys Girls

3 4

7,064 8 936
10,605 13,029
18,549 25,182

'38,075 56,808-:
63,676 92,753

123,684 187,582

300,376 366,528
578,718 64'2,767
576,717 665,658
423,971 595,262
466,926 613,107
562,853 627,046

570,700 129,000
569,200 47,300
612,500 663;600
679,500' 735.300
725,500 780,400
898,000 966,000

941,000 984.000
1,121,000 .i,169,000
1,308,000 11,324,000
1,341,000 . 1,361.000
1,433,000 , 1,463..000
1,490,00T - 1,51E000

1,515,000 1,565,000
1,554,000 1,601,000
1,535,000 1,599,000
1,531,800* 1,602,409

NOTE.-Beginning in 1959.60, includes Alaska and Hawaii

SOURCES U S Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Sta-
tistics of State School Systems; Statistics of Nonpublic Elementary and Sec-
ondary Schools, Statistics of Public Elementary and Secondary Day Schools,"

'Projections of Education Statistics to 1988-89; and unpublished data
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Table 17.--Earned degrees conferred by institutions of higher education,
' by' level of degiee; United States, 1869-70 to 1978-79

Year

Ea ned degrees conferred

All dig ii Bachelor's' First.
professional' Mayersa

1 2; 1' 3 5

186p.70 9.372 9,371 0
11371,80 . 13,109 12,896 879

16,703 )5,539 ; tots ,
*039 .37 -27,410 1,503

1909.10. . 39,75k. 37,199 2,113
t

1919.20 . . '" 63,518V 48,822 n 4,279
1929-30 139,752 122,484 14,969 '
1939.40 .. .. . 116,521 186,500 . 1.
1941-42
1943-44

. .

. .

. 213,491
141,582

195,346
125,863

2264;674381

'13,414
.

1945.46 . . 157.349 136,174 19,209 .
1947-48 . . ,317,807 271,019 42,400
1949.50 . . . 498,881 432,958- 58,183
1951.52 . . 329,986 63,534p-
1,953-54 ". 356,608 290,825 , 4 56.788
1955.56 ..... 376,973 308,812 59,25g
1957 58 . 436,979 362,554 65,487
1959 60 . 478,704 392,440 74,435
1961 62 514,323 417,848 84,855

*1963.64 . `. 614,t94 498,654 101,050

1965.66 . ' 709,832 , 519,804 11,236 140,555
1967 68 . . . 88E1,548 632489 34,421 .176,749
1969 70 . 1,065,391 792,31 6' ,.34,916 208,291
1970.71 . 1,140,292 '039,730 37,946 230,509
1971 72 e 1.218,680 887k273 43,411 251,633

at
1972.73' 1;270,5211 922,362 50.018 263,371
1973 74 . 14310.441, 945,776 53,816 277,033
1974.75 1,305,342, 922t933 '55,916 292,450
1975-76 1.334.230 925,746 62,649 311,771
1976-77 1,334.304 919,549 64,359 317,164

1977.78 1.331,535 921,204 66,581 511,620

'1.978-79 1.324.047 , 921.390 68,848 301,079

.boctors

6

54
149
382,
443

615
2,299
3.290
3,497
2,305

1,966
4488
6,420

' 7,683
- 8.995

8,903

14:,622

490

,938
,829

08,237.
23.089
29,866
3Z107
33,363

34,777
33,816
34,083
34,064
33,232 '

32,131

32,730,

From 4869-70 through 1963.64, first-professional dftrees are included Nithbachelor's degrees.
2Prior to 196506, some master's degrees in fields such as library science and social wofk were counted
as firstp7ofessional degrees and are reported in column 3..'-

NOTE. -- Beginning in 1959.60, includes Ala%ka and Hawair.
.

SOURCES. U.S. Department of Education, National Ce`nterfor Education Siatistiisi Biennial Survey of
Education in the United States; Earned 'Degrees Conferred; and unpublLs/Aed data.
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Table 18.-Earned degrees conferred by institutions ohigher educatibn, by field of study and by level:
United States, 1978.79

.

i 'Field of study.
Bachelor's

degrees
(requiring 4 or

5 years)

First professional
degrees (requiring
at least 6 years)

Master's degrees
Doctor's degrees

(Ph.D., Ed.D.,.
etc.)

I
.

. 3. , 4 _..4 5 A

All fields.k'
.j.

Agriculture end natural resouAes
Architecture and environmental design
Area studies j
Biological sciences
Business and management

Communications
Computer and information sciences
Education
Engineering
Fine and applied arts

Foreign languages
Health professions
Home economics

. Law
,Letters' . .

Library science
Mathematics
Military,isciences
Physical sciences
psychology

Public affairs andservices
Social sciences
Itiro logy ,

Interdisciplinary and other fields

.. .

,

.
,

t

.

921,390

er
t

,

68,848

-
-

- .

-
.0-

-
-

27,035
-

35,206-
-
--
-
- .

*-
-

6
L
60

)
i

,

.

.

q

301,079
_

3,994
3,113

773
. 6,831

50,506

2,882
3,055

111,536
15,495
8,524

2,426
15,485
2,510
1,647
8,891

5,906
,, 3,036

38
5,451
8,003

19,946
12,887
3,558
4,586 '"

)

,

32,730

950
96

133
3,542

863

192
236

7,731
2,506

700

641
4718

?,19
46

. 1,924

70
730-

3,102
2,662

368
3,360
1,232

' 709

s'

.-

.

'

23,134
9,273
2,586

48,846
172,915

26,457
8,719

126,006
62,375
40,969

11,825
62,085
18,300

678
42,007

558
11,806

347
23,207
42,461

38,249
108,342

6,091
34,154

'Includes' general English; English literature; comparatjve literature; classics; linguistics; speech, debate( and forensic science;creative writing; teaching of English as a foreign language; philosophy;and religious studies.
,

SOkiRCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Earned Degrees Con ferted, 1978.79
(in process.
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-Table 19. Estimated retention rates,' 5th grade through college entrance, in public and private schools:

United States, 1924-25 to fall 1971

Retention per 1,000 pupils who entered 5th grade

School year pupils
entered 5th grade V

-

t

5th
grade

6th
grade

7th
grade

.

8th 9th
gVer/grade

.

10th
grade

11th

. ,
High school graduation

.....4.,.,..:,..g

k.t10WIA
..... Fg
KAA1'. -
t.4,10,04. .. i,

grade
,s.

Year of
graduation

- 1 2 3 4 5 i 6 7 11 t,m4,44,

...

21 : -

. -

'R. ....;Y. '

t, i,4
"te .V.4

:.'...1.. .:' ..t.:

''''''i* A%
,I.,.,

in '.i. '...t

. n.l.
..,

:( :..(7-
.,.,,v.'i, z;;;s

.V
...,. 'il,1,;...

.,' ii:24.',
.. ......Y.0,.....e,
.. *6.4,- ii(.4

3.3t . ii....,...1

';1.".448.Y.,54
.4....d...A w. s''V.,

':..*...#4, !..,..,1
;T..' .40:.:V, . P

.
1924-25
1926-27. s
1928.29
1930.31
1932-33

1934-35
1936-37
1938.39
194041
1942 -4

1944-45
1946-47
1948-49
1950-51
1952.53

1954.55
1956-57
Fall 1958
Fall 1960
Fall 1962

Fall 1964
Fall 1966
Fall 1968
Fall 1970
Fall 1971

'

,

.

..)

0

.

'a

:

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

,1 1

1,0. a
1,000
1,000
1,0004

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

1,000,
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

bioo
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

911
919
939
943
935

953
954
955
968
954

952
954
984
'981
974

980
985
983
980
987

888
989
992
990
991

798
824
847
872
889

892
895
908
910
909

929
945
956
968
965

979
984
979
973
977'

985
986
992
990
9A9

741
754
805
824
831

842
849
853
836
847

858
919
929
921.
936

948
948
961
967
967

976
985
991
988
989

612
677
736
770
786
-

803
839
796
781
807

848
872
863
886.
904

915
930
;946
952
959

975
985
983
982
985

470
552'-
624
652
664

-

/1 1
794
655
697
713

748
775
795
809
835

855
871
908
913
928

942
959
958
965
976

,

384
453
498
§29
570

610
554
532
566
604.

650
641
706,
7b9;
74k,

759
790
842
858

.860

865
871
869
881
874 , ,,..

1932
1934
1936
1938
1940

1942
1944
1946
1948
1950

1952
1954

,1956
1958
1960

1962
' 1964

1966
1968
1970

1972
1974
1976
1978
1979

'Rates for the 5th grade through high school graduation are based on enrollments in successive grades in successive yearsin public
elementary and secorry schools and are adjusted to include estimates for nonpublic schools. Rates for firsttime college
,enrollment include full-timeand part-time students enrolled in programs creditable toward a bachelor's degree.
2 Data not-available.

NOTE.-Beginning with the class in the 5th grade in 1958, dais based on fall enrollment and exclude ungraded pupils. The net
effect of these changes is to increase high school graduation and college entrance rates slightly.

1. .
SOURCES. U.S. department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Biennial Survey of Education in the

United States; Statistics of State School Systems; Fall Statistics of Public Elementary and Secondary Day Schools;
and unpublished data.
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.Table 20. -Levelkof school completed by persons age 25 and over and 25 to 2 ,by race:
United Slates, 1910 to 1980

.

Race, age, and Ole

W.
.

Percent, by level of school.
completed 'Median

school

plated

- -

.

Race, age/and date

r

,

Percent, by level of schsool
completed . Median

school
years
con,-
pleted

Less than
5 years-of

elemen-
tary school

4 years
of high
school
or more

4 or
more

years of
college

.

Less than
5 years of
elemen-

tary school

4 years
o(high
school,

or more

4 or
more

years of
college

,
.1 , 2 3 4-gi 5 4 2 3 f 5

. .
, All races

25^an over 25 to 29:
1 01 .. , . . 23.8 13.5 2.7 8.1 19201 . . ... . . 12.9 22.0 4.5 8.5

2131..05 16.4 '' 3.3 8.2 Aprrl 1940'. . . 3,4 41.2 6.4 .10.7
).199306: . . .\,. . . 19.1 3.9 - 8.4 April 1950 . . . 3.2 , 55.2 8 1 12.2

. April 1940 \. . . 13.5 24 1 4.6 8.6 April 160 .. . 2.2 63.7 . 11.8 12.3
April 1950 . . 10.8 33.4 6.0 9.3 March 1970 . ., 0,9' 77.8 17.3 12.6
April 1960 . . . 8.3 .41.1 7.7 . 10.5 March 1975 . . 1.0 84.5 22.9 12.8
March 1970' . . 5.3 55.2 11.0 12.2' March 1980 . . 0.7 87.2 23.9 . 32.9
Mareh 1975 '. . 4.2 62.6 13.9 12.3 . ; - .
March 1980 . 3.3- 68.7 . 17.0 12.5. Black ac4t -

other ?aces . .)25 to 29. .t Ap111 1940 . 5.9
,

37.8, 5.8 10.4
25 and over:

April 1940 . . .

.

41.8
,

7.7 113 5.7
April 1950 . . \.

April 1960 . . r
.

4.6.
2.8

51.7
50.7

7.7
11.1

12.11
12.3

April 1950 .. .
April 1960 . ! .

31.4
23.5

13.4
21.7

2.2
3.5

, 6.9
8.2'

March 1970 '

1' March 1975 . .
1.1
1.0

75 4.
83.2

16.4 4r

22.0
12.6
12.8

March 1970 .
March 1975.

14 7
11.8

36.1
46.4

6.1
9.1

10.1
11.4

March 1980 . . 0.7 85.8 : 22.6 12.9' March 1986. 61 54.0 .7 12.1

White 25 to 29. /''.' '
25 and over: ' 19201 44.6 6.3 1.2' 5.4April 1940 . . . 10.9. 26.1 4.9. 8.7 April 194Q .. . 26.7 12.1 1.6- 7.1

April 1950 . . . . 8.7 35.5 6.4 '9.7 April 1950 . .'. 15.4 23.4 2.8 8.7
' April 1960 . . . .6.7 43.2 .8.1 10.8 /April 1960 . . . 7.2 38.6 5.4 10.8

March 1970 . . 4.2 57.4 11.6 ' 12.2 ,/, March 1970x 2.2 58.4 10.0 12.2 _March 1975 . . 1/43.3 I 64.6 14.5 12.4 March 1975 . 0.7 ' 73.8 13!2 12.6
March 1980 . . 2.6 70.7 17.9 125 March 1980 . . 1.1 77 1 14.6 12.7

'Estimates based on retroieetion of 1940 census data on education by age.

NOTE.-Prior to 150, data exclude Alaska and Hawaii. Data for 1975 and

SOURCES! U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1960
Reports. Series P.20, Series P19, No. 4; and 1960 Census
John K. Folger and Charles B. Nam.

:\

1980 are for the ooninstitutional population. -

Census of Population, Vol. 1, Part 1: Current Population
Monogrdph, Education of the Ainericin Population, by
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Table 21.--States using Minimdm competency testing, by government level setting standards, grade
levels assessed, and expected uses of standards: 1979

States

using
. minimum

competency
testing

Government
level setting

standards

.

Glade levels
assessed ,

E cted ' uses of standards

Grade

promo-
tion

High school

graduation

Early
exit

.

Remech

aeon
Other

.

1 2 .

.

3 4 5 6 7

...-

8

.

Alabama
'Arizona ...... i.
Arkansas . . . .....
California . . .

Colorado . .

Connecticut .
Delaware

Florida . . . .

Georgia . . . . . .

Idaho . . .

Illinois . . .

Indiana . . .

Kansas 1 ,

Kentucky. .

Louisiana. .

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts.

,Michigan
Missouri

Nebraska
Nevada

New Hampshire.
New Jerry.
New Mexico

New York .
North Carolina .

Oklahoma
Oregon .
Rhode Island

South Carolina
Tennessee ..

Texas

Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington . . . .

Wyoming

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

, .

.

.

. .

. .

. .

7.
. .

.

.

'.

.

. .

.

. .

:

.

'
.

.

.

.

-

.

P

Ar

'
.

.

. .

.

,

. .

State

State/local
State

State/local
Local

State/Local

:State

State/Jocal

State
'State,
.
Local
Local.
State
State/local
State °

State
State
Local
State
State

Local
State
State

State
State

State
State
None -
Local
State

State
tate/local

No re rted,
Local '
Stag

e

State/local
Local

Local

3,6, 9+
8, 12
3.4, 6, 8
4.11, 16 yr. old{
9, 12

3, 5, 7, 9
11

3, 5:8, 11
4, 8, 10, 11
9 12.

.

Local option
i3, 6, 8,10 ...
2.4, 6, 8,9, 11, 12
3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11
4, 8, 11

8, 11
3, 7, 9, 11
Local option

,4, It.10 .r.

8 -: s

/ ..
-

5+

3, 6,0, 12
4,8,,12
3y6, 9-12
L ,,,option, 10
-.4--

3,8,8-12
l":6, 6.9, 11
'3,6. 9, 12
total option
4, 8, 10

,.

1-3, 6, 8,11'
4-6, 8, 11, 12
3t 5, 9+
Local option
K12

K-8, 9-12 ,.
4,8
Local option

X

_

X

X k

-

0

-
'

,

X \--''.
X

X

Local option

X

X

Local option

.
,

X

.

X

1

X

X

-X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

,X

.

X

X

X

X

'

X

'
X

X

X

X

X

X

X'

Local option

)$

Local option
'' X

X '
X

X

Local option
X

X

Local option
X

4,,..) X

,
X
X

. X

X

X
.

Local dtption

1 In mostotates uses of standards will be phased inend are ndt yet in effect.

SOURCE Education Commission of the States, Department otaliesearch and Information, States Acjivity--Min.
imum Competency Testing, 1980
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